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ABSTRACT

A balloon borne telescope and filter radiometer has been

used to observta the limb darkening of the s p un at six infrared

wavelengths ranging from 11 to 115 u in ordcr to determine

variation of electron temperature with height in the lower

chromosphere.

It is shown that the only important source of far infrared

opacity in the lower chromosphere is the free-free transitions of

negative hydrogen, for which the absorption coefficient is propor-

tional to the square of the wavelength, and further that the source

function in the far infrared is just the Planck function of the local

electron temperature. Under the circumstances the infrared

brightness temperature, except for a small correction for depar-

tures from the Rayleigh-Weans law, is a function only of hzfu,

where X is :he wavelength and }p , the cosine of tie zvn th

angle on the sun. Therefore, the solar infrared spectrum may

be deduced from limb darkening measurements.

Furthermore, it is shown that the brightness temperature

spectrum is the Laplace transform of the chromospheric electron

temperature as a.'funct on of reference optical depth. It is there-

fore possible to determine the temperature structure of the lower

ch.romox,phere from the spectrum.



PREFACE

This work doe* not i epresent the efforts of one person

alone; any project of the complexity of a balloon flight requires

the efforts and cooperation of many people of diverse talents.

While lack of space precludes mentioning each one individually,

it is a pleasure to acknowledge with appreciation their collective

contribution.

This work was performed under the direction of Professor

John Strong, partially at the Laboratory of Astrophysics and

Physical Meteorology of the Johns Hopkins University and par.

tially-at the University of Massachusetts. Professor Strong's

always willing but never intrusive help and advice have contributed

greatly to the success of this project; we readily acknowledge our

debt to him.

The bulk of the day to day work fell upon the staff of the

Laboratory of Astrophysics and Physical Meteorology at Johns

Hopkins and of the ,Astronomy Research Facility at the University

of Massachusetts. From the former we must mention especially

the dedicated and conscientious efforts of Mr. W. T. Green in

constn.cti,ng gird testing all the electronic equipment and of Mr.

Jahn McClellan in the mechanical design. Of the latter we men-

tion the field crew -. Mr. 'W'illiam ,Dalton, Mr. Joe Ouilette,
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Mr.	 l': ,r i^^^,	 t?uguiLy, and N; r. Bur• lley Smith ... who functioned

Und er the Irying c:ol.d itro m-, of the field trip for nearly two months.

Mr. Dalton I,ure the double responsibility of loth tachnicAl and

administrative tasks at bath Johns I .1opkins and at the University

of Maf;r:achilsetto.

The cooperation of the individuals and firms who supplied

various comp ronentb was unstinting. The radiometer WirB built

by Philips laboratories under the direction of Mr. Marc- Dreyfus

and Mr. Jerry Pitcher. Mr. Frank C".00kc did the optical work on

the telescope and Mr. Wilbur Perry coated the mirrors. Ur.

Hamilton Marshall of Perkin-Elmer Corp. directed the construc..

tion o f the far infrared ther i-nopile and Mr. Charles Reeder also

supplied numerous detectors i'or tests.

We must especially express our appreciation to Mr. Leonard

Kercheval of General Sensor, Inc. in Athens, Texas. Wben prof..

len-ja with the tracking; sensors developed in the field, he undertook

to produce on short notice some special sensors which performed

admirably during flight. His personal interest and helpfulness are

appreciated,

The entire staff of the NCAlt balloon bases in Palestine,

Texas, were vutstzridin;t for their courtesy, helpfulness, arid

corripctc.-nce.

Mr. .Ioe Kinard of the Ldnivert ity of 1Y2assau- huscit".'•s' cs"lnsclicra-

t.iously an"' arcul— a llo qty did I .110st of thA:' tc (lious 'Ob of r:; ;ri r h ti;c



flight ddia. Mr. Jtobcrt Conter and Mr. Jamen Hill of the

-)mputij, j; Center at the 11ijIvIcro	 stiac-ily f I	 hi,settsRvNeai-04 Ct	 MA

were resportivible for progrumoo for convorsion o; t 1he da*,,.

Mr. Morris Birnbaum of lmpru, Inc. , provided valuable conisul-

tation on problems of the tracking system, Dr. Earle Mayfic14'

of Acrompacc Corporation i nd Dr. It. M. MacQueen of 'Alligh

Altitude Observatory provided data on solar activity on the date

of the flight. Mrs. Faith '."rutax and Mrs. Linda Barron

patiently typed the manuscript.

This experiment was supported by the Solar Physics

Division of the 'Xationrl Aeronautics and Space Administration

under grant NGR 22-010-025-, certain optical equipment, includ.

ing the far infrared radiometer, was purchased under grant

DA-ARO-D-31-124-0756 from the Advanced Research Projects

Agency. During a portion of this work, the writer was supported

by a National Sc.ence Foundation Graduate Fellowship. We arc

grateful for all this wipport.
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The balloon borne, instrusnunt, consirthig of a stalsillize tl

platfo, nl, a 38 crn Newtojilan	 aneil Sa filter ratlion-cote r

irr describcd in detail. The two channel radiomuter employs

rcvtstrahlen fil, rx and focal isolation techniques for selecting

the far inrrared radiation observed Details of the tests and

ealibrstions as well as circumstanc es of the: flight are given.

The cnrrocted limb dorkeairng curves are converted into a

.;pvctrui;i and the results; compares: with those of other invest'

; r,(l with the predictions of the Bilderberg Continuum.

Atmosphere. In general the results are in accord with the other

e.yporinicntal results which may be directly compared. The results	
A

are al so in ;a cco rd with the predictions of the Bildierberg mneiisr for

wavel engLhs l ea r than 70 p but in serious disagree font at longer

wavel engtlrc . The pret ent results show a sharp decline in the

t4olar brightress temperature from 80 - 120 )1 in contrast with the

Bilderberg model which predicts a slight increase In this region,

On "n(- basis of th4i limb darkening maasurernon s, an approxi-

it-ale 4 )wlcl c„ the lower chromosphere is constructed, It is

ch: ^^.ete,r i rerl by close: agrecirient with the Bilderbei g. model for

'Es > 1. 11 X 
10 ^ a with a temperature plateau near 4650' in t'ne

vicinity of	 2--10 x 10- t; Above tHl^> paint there is a sharp
t

Pr3(lic')t to a temperature of 44000 iiear T L 	 f x 10".
t
x	 fntl`,w c(' l, •sr a nearly isothermal region,

aE
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nun has a unique role in the study of astronomy: it is the only

star whose surface we may examine in detail; all other stars may

be seen only as points. The immense practical importance of the

sun to the earth needs no emphasis. The sun has been the most

extensively studied astronomical body since the time of Galileo,

when the telescope first revealed the existence of solar structure.

A vast body of information has been accumulated about the sun.

This information, while it has answered many questions and dis-

pelled mariy false notions about the sun, has raised new questions

for which we are still striving to find answers. Some of the most

intriguing of these questions are: What is the origin of the eleven

year sunspot cycle? What causes the variation of solar rotation

with latitude? What is, the role of the magnetic field in solar

structure? How fast does the core rotate? How has the sun lost

angular momentum during its evolution? What causes solar flares?

Are atomic abundances the same in various parts of the solar at-

mosphere? How is the corona heated to millions of degrees? How

1
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doers the: sun expel tn:.tter? How can the Fraunbofe,r line: be ex-

plained? What is the ultiina.te f.ite of the tun?

The final answers to all these questions still lie in future solar

research. Here we describe an assault on one pArticula,r ques-

tion: the temperature of the lower chromosphere. Our method

of attack is the measurement of the solar limb darkening (or

brightening) in the far infrared and the inversion of these data to

ob!ain the electron temperatures. This problem may have less

cosmological significance than the questions mentioned above; it

is, nevertheless, an important piece to be fitted into the jigsaw

puzzle of solar physics, one which plays an essential role in any

complete understanding of solar structure, and especially in un-

derstanding the solar spectrum.

First let us say , what we mean by the chromosphere. The chromo-

sphere is a relatively thin layer of gas, practically transparent to

radiation in the visual continuum, lying above the photosphere, the

visible surface of the sun. It is physically distinct from both the
Y

photosphere and the corona, the hot,teynuous outer atmosphere of

the sun, in the scnnse that physical eonditiax- i arc markedly differ-

ent. in the, chromosphere,with a transition zone: which is sinall corn-

pared to the &^pth of the chromosphere.

R
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the limb, or edge, of the sular disk appears sharp and well de-

fined when viewed in white light even with a powerful telescope.

The intensity of the visual continuum drops by a factor of a in a

distance of 100 km, corresponding to 0. 15 aresec viewed from

the earth, far smaller than the resolution of the best solar tele-

scopes. This sharp drop in continuum intensity defines the top

of the photosphere. Above this point, the spectrum changes radii.

cally in two respects: first, the spectrum changes from a strong

continuum crossed by many absorption lines to a line emission

spectrum of neutral and singly ionized atoms superimposed upon

a weak continuum, second, the emission scale height, the height

over which the emission decreases by e, increases from 100 km

to values several times greater for both line and continuum, and

varies greatly from line to line (Thomas and Athay, 1961).

These two spectral characteristics differentiate the chromosphere 	 I

from the photosphere. In the corona, on the other hand, the line

emission comes from forbidden lines of very highly ionized atoms	 j

such as FeXIV or AX. The line radiation is called the E corona;

superimposed on the E corona is a continuum, called the K corona,

formed b;r scattering, of photospheric light by free electrons in the

Th h	 h 4-U f 	 1	 hcorona.	 e c romosp ere ss ere ore easy, y .3 	 1.
 ed spec-

trally from the corona.

t
1
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T'he chromubphere i-jay be subdivied into two parts, the lowor

ch.-unic)sphere and thy; uppur chromosphere. The lower chronlo-

sphere presents a more or less home €;encous appearance whereas

the emissiun in the upper chromosphere is concentrated in small

regions called spicules which stick u:) into the corona like spikes.

The total thickness of the chromosphere is difficult to definer b--

cause: of the: jagged nature of the : pic i les.	 An average value is

about 10, 000 krn with the lowor chromosphere compri.,ing the firs.

5, 000 km (Thorns and Atha,y 1961).

The first recorded observation of the chromosphere was by one

Captain Stannyan at the eclipse of 13ernv in 1 1106; be noted a "blood

red streak of light, visible for six or seven seconds upon the west-

ern limb" ('Young 1897). Substantially the same report was made

by Halley -and Louvill e at the eclipse of 1715.

The chromosphere was then apparently forgotten, to be rediscov-

cred at the eclipse of 1842. This eclipse, which was visible across

southern Europe, was observed by many of the leading a.stronomei-s

of Vie clay. Observation of the chromosphere and the solar promi-

nences excited great interest and controversy.

a
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Secchi first photographed the chromosphere at the eclipse of 1860.

The first chromospheric spectra were observed in 1868 at an

eclipse in India. Several astronomers, including Janssen, Her-

schel, and Rayet, reported the spectrum consisted of bright lines,

including prominently those of hydrogen. Almost simultaneously

Janssen and Lockyer discovered that the chromosphere could be

observed at the limb outside of eclipse by using a spectroscope

with a high dispersion. Lockyer named the region the chromo-

sphere ("color sphere") because of the color due to the Ha line.

One further discovery of the eclipse of 1868 deserves special note.

A bright yellow line, which did not appear in the Fra,unhofer spec-

Crum, was observed. Most observers assumed that it was the so-

dium D line, but Janssen asserted that it did not occur at the cor-

rect wavelength. Since the line could not be found in the spectrum

of any known element, he concluded that it was a line of a new ele-

ment, which was christened "helium"; twenty-seven years passed

before Ramsay isolated this element on earth.

Chromospheric spectroscopy continued both at eclipse and outside

eclipse. Young (1897) made detailed studies at the eclipse of 1870

as well as outside eclipse. In 1892 Hale and Deslandres indepen-

dently invented the spectroheliograph for photographing the entire
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chroijiusplivre outside; of eclipse in the light of a single spectral

line.

Photographic spectra of the: chromosphere wore obtained at the

eclipse of 1893 and at subsequent eclipses. Because of the large

gradients at the limb and the overwhelming brightness of the photo-

sphere:, it is difficult to measure height variation of emission in

the chromosphere, especially the lower region, outside eclipse.

The usual procedure is to let the moon "scan" the chromosphere

during the eclipse as it occults the limb. This allows only a few

seconds observation at each eclipse. Early flash spectra were

made with sliticss spectrographs, the narrow crescent of the

chromosphere acting as the slit. This permits total line intensity

estimates, but not the measurement o4 line profiles or intensity

gradients. Early slitless spectra were plagued with uncertainties

in the height scale and lack of photometric standardisation, diffi-

culties which made comparison of the results of different observ-

ers practically impossible.

At the 1932 eclipse Menzel introduced the "jumping film" technique

in which a series of very brief exposures of slitless spectra were

made at 2.4 sec intervals with rapid film transport between expo-

sures; her ahtainc , spectra with 800 kin height resolution in the

i
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chromosphere (Cillie' and Menzel 1935). Emission scale heights

were determined from these data. Other observers used slit spec-
2

trographs to obtain line profiles. 	 i

A landmark in chromospheric spectroscopy was reached at the

1952 eclipse at Khartoum in the Sudan. A program was under-

taken to obtain as complete a set of data for one eclipse as pos-

sible, including accurate calibrations and a consistent height scale.

The analysis of these data has made a major contribution ^o both

an understanding of the physical conditions of the chromosphere

and the theoretical methodology to describe it (Thomas and Athay

1961). Eclipse data are especially valuable for determining the

vertical structure of the chromosphere.

Two techniques for observing the chromosphere outside eclipse

deserve special mention: the observation of line profiles with

high resolution spectrographs and, secondly, spectroheliograms,

including the modifications due to Leighton to allow visualization

of the magnetic field (Leighton 1959x) and the velocity fields (Leigh-

ton, Noyes, and Simon 1962). These; techniques 'are espe-zial.ly

valuable for determining the spatial variation of the conditions in

the chromosphere.

Despite a mass of experimental data and a century of scientific

W Iwo
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effort, tliv chrooiotiplivre is still incompletely undcrstoo . The

IIIccl-I,inty MCM6 fl.wIl butte tlic+ diffic 'ilty of th '.- observations

and the complexity of the subject. A theoretical undo-rsta.nding

of the region is complicated by the fact that tlic concept of local

tlierniodynamic equilibrium (I TE) is not strictly applicable.

Most of the elegant and powerful mat xematical tools dev.cloped

for the study of stellar interiors cannot be used in the chromo-

sphere. The more difficult methodology for the non-LTE' case

is still being, developed.
0

On the observational sick=,	 the classic observations of the chrorno--

sphere are the cclipsc observations of the flash spectrum, a cir-

cumstance which allows only a few seconds observing time per

}rear. In the visible region, the continuous opacity is so low that

one sees right through the chromosphere; the total vertical optical

depth of the chromosphere at 5000 k is only 0. 0103.

`	 As described above, observations of the lower chrol-losphcre may

be made in monochromatic light of absorption lines sUch as Ila or

the K line of Ga7I; the interpretation of spoctxall line observations

in terms of physical conditions in the chromosphere is, however,

very difficult. The theory of lime forination in a non-LTE atinos

phere is complex and not completely understood.

iii
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Ana 13riori understanding of the chromosphere is further compli-

cated by the failure of the condition of radiative equilibrium.

Radiative equilibrium may be defined as the vanishing of the di-

vergence of the radiative flux; physically this means that there are

no energy sources in the region and no non-radiative energy trans-

port mechanisms operating. The extent and temperature of the

chromosphere cannot be accounted for by radiation alone, there

must be some non-radiative energy input in the chromosphere. It

is important to chromospheric study to know not only how much

energy is deposited by this mechanism but how albs energy deposi-

tion varies with height -- without knowing the magnitude of the ef-

fect, the nature of the non - radiative input cannot be conclusively

identified. Without this knowledge, we cannot claim to understand

the structure and dynamics of the chr-)mosphere.

The accurate measurement of the distribution of temperature in

the chromosphere is essential for determining the energetics of

the region. Considerable efforthas been expended in this direc-

tion; the results are sufficiently ambiguous that the subject may

not be considered closed. First of a,l.l, the chromosphere is not

in Local thermodynamic equilibrium, so the value of the tempera-

ture depends upon the definition employed. "Temperatures" may
I

be defined from the total radiant energy density, the radiant energy
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d-(, wdty at sc,n,c wavelength, the relative populationb of diffctc rit

ioi-iiza Liur► stakes, or the kinetic energy of the particles, to men-

tion but a few pos bibilities. The density of th,! lower chromo-

sphere is high enutigh that collisons between elcctrons, atoms,

and ions are sufficiently frequent to maintain equipaartition cf

translational energy. There is thus a well defined kinetic tern- 	 ;

perature, or elcctro-m tw ilperature, at any point. This election 	 -
F

temperature is the temperature to which we refer throughout

unless sonic other possibility is specifically stated..

We should note that electron temperature may differ radically

from temperatures defiiied in other grays. Furtherr-Wore, othcx

definitions of temperature do not give mutually consistent or even

self-consistent results; the excitation temperature, for example,

depcnds upon which atornic levels are chosen for the measurement.

The electron temperature of the chromosphere is generally con-

sidered to decline from its photospheric value near 6000 0 reach-

ing a minimum of 4200-4600c' i. the lower chromosphere. Above

this temperature; minimum, the temperature rises to the neighbor-

bo d of 10, 0000 in the upper chromosphere: and ultimately merges

with the coronal tempe ratu re in exce ma of one million degrees.

Thc, detcrtninatic,n of the minimum temperature, the hei lit in the
t

IM



chromosphere where this minimum occurs, and the shape of the

temperature vs. height curve in this region is a subject of lively

investigation by solar physicists.

The most detailed information on the variation of electron tem-

perature through the lower chromosphere comes from the anal-

ysis of the continuum radiation. Non -LTE effects are less im-

portant for the continuum than in the interpretation of line spectra

(Thomas and Athay 1961). The source of difficulty in the visible

is the low continuous opacity; most of the visible continuum comes

from the photosphere and is little affected by the chromosphere.

Minnaert ( 1953) has summarized the limb darkening data in the

visible. More recent work is reported by Heintze (1965). The

measurement is carries higher into the chromosphere by observ-

ing the continuum above the limb at eclipses. The emission the rE

measures the optical depth along the line of sight as much as the

E	 temperature. The temperature must be deduced from its effect

on the variation of optical depth w tith height.

it

The continuous absorption coefficient increases from its value
i

in the visible as we go into either the ultraviolet or the infrared.

The ultraviolet increase is caused by the fact that the photons of

shorter wavelength can ionize more and more atoms; the increase
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in the infra, cc! is cau:,ccr^ t,y the a^ cicper.d`:ncc ^f the opacity

due to "rco- `rec: trar► :iitic^r.s of ncgativc hydrui en. We may ',here-

fore examine the contir,uouf. radiation arising from regioni,

around .:.c temperature minimum by observing in cither the far

ultravi _.IeL or the far infrared. Observations in both regions arc

made difficult by the opacity of the earth's atmosphere.

The ultraviolet contii #-. ui - has been m easured from rackets 	 .

(Tou6c:y 1963). An equivalent blackbody tes iperaturc may he

assigned from the observed flux. If scattering; contributes si ;-

nificantl; Lo the observed flux, the continuum source :unction is

not the Planck function at the local electron temperature, this

may bc: expected to introduce errors in determining the ternpera -

tore minimum, particularly if the minimum is narrow. Further -

mare, any inhomogeneiti ► s in the chromosphere will result in a

measured temperature higher than the actuall average temperature

because the source function in thhc: ultraviolet is so strongly de-

pendent upon temperature. There is, there:'ore, a problern of

interpretation in addition, to the usual observational prof e  :s of

rocket astronomy; the ultraviolet flux should be regarded as set-

Ling an upper limit on the in;inimum tempers •ire. There is also

uncertainty ,n the ultraviolet opacity which introduces uncertainty

in the hei-ht frorn white: the radiation arises.

W
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Not all temperature determinations employ the continuum. The

bands of carbon monoxide have been studied in both the disk

spectrum and in the flash ,spectrum (Goldberg and Muller 1953;

Newkirk 1957; Rich 1966). R.elativt• strengths of different lines

in the band yield excitation temperature; identification of this

excitation temperKuire with the electron temperature requires

careful justification where LTE may not be assumed. The

amount of CO also depends upon temperature, especially on the

high pressure side of the temperature minimum, so the total

band strength also provides an indicator of chromospheric i.em-

perature s.

There is a. vast smcunt of data available online widths and shapes,

especially in the Fraunhofer spectrum. Line shapes provide in-

formation on tem.l.erata* a because they depend upon excitation and

molecular velocities, both of which are temperature sensitive,

but it is difficult to deduce the electron temperature from the line

shapes because of the non-LTE effects. The theory of formation

of hydrogen lines is better understood than for metal lines, but

the hydrogen lines do not provide a very sensitive indicator of

temperature. Other, more s. nsitive lines lead to ambiguous

results. Lin ky (1968; see also Athay and Sku anich 1968) has

carefully analysed the H and X dines of CaH without the asstimp-
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Lion 
of L'T`E. He was able to fit the expo: rime: n tat. data with either

of two classes of model& characterized by minimum temperatures

of 42000 and 46000. We must conclude that at the present time

line observations are unable to specify unambiguously the elec-

tron temperature of the chromosphere.

Thus we turn to the infrared continuum observations. It will be

shown in tht chapter that these observations, if accurate

enough, yield the cnromospheric electron temperature, it will

also be shown that infrared limb darkening measurements and

spectral, measurements are equivalent. The interpretation of

the infrared data in terms of the chromospheric temperature is

simpler than the interpretation of any other sort of data. It

avoids the difficulty caused by the failure of LTE: since the infra-

red continuum emission depends only on the electron temperature

and not at.all on the radiation field, distribution of atoms amonty

the various levels, degree of ionization, etc. , as long as most

of the hydrogen is in its ground state.

A number of investigators have employed the infrared spectral

region. Saiedy ai.cl tloody {1959; Saiedy 13601 measured the ab-

soltite solar radiance and the limb darkening from the ground at

.wavelengths of $ to l z U . These wavelengths are too short to
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provide information on the temperature minimum because the

opacity is too low. Their results do provide a valuable refer-

ence point in the photosphere-chromosphere transition region.

We use their results as a boundary condition in interpreting our

limb darkening data.

Intensity measurements at longer wavelengths are difficult be-

cause of the absorption in the earth's atmosphere due to water

vapor and carbon dioxide. Limb darkening measurements are

hindered by the absorption and by the reduced angular resolution

of telescopes at longer wavelengths. Observations must be made

through small "windows, " spectral regions of relatively high

transmission, in the atmosphere or with instruments carried

aloft with balloons, aircraft, or rockets. Beer ( 1 966) measured

the spectrum to 70 .0 with a Fourier spectrometer flown on a

balloon; his re :,ults show a decrease in brightness temperature

with vravelength, but, because his system was not absolutely

calibrated, it is not possible to deduce accurate chromospheric

temperatures from his data.

Noyes, Beckers, and Low (1968) measured the limb darkening	 ti
a,

at a. wavelength of 22. 54 at the eclipse of 12 *November 1960.

They used the occultation by the moon. to obtain a. spatial: resole-

j

M	
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iron of 2 aresec; to obtain such a resolution at that wavelength

with a conventional telescope would rucluire a tcloscopv larger

than the 100 inch telescope.

Lena (1968) used the McMath solar telescope at Kitt Peak to

measure limb darkening at wavelengths of 18-24 p. His spatial

resolution was limited to 3.4 4resec..

A group -from Meudon Observatory at Paris (Gay t al. 1968)

measured the spectrum. from 50 to 200 ,p with a balloon borne

telescope of 40 cm aperture and a Michelson interferometer

used as a Fourier spectrometer.

Eddy, Lend, and MacQueen (1968) also used a Fourier spectro-

meter with which they measured the spectrum from 80 to 400 ,'P.

Their ins-tru.ments, including a specially constructed far infrared

blackbody radiance standard, were carried to 12 km altitude- on

the NASA Convair 990 jet aircraft.
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Koutchmy and peyturaux (1968) recently measured the absolute

radiance at 20. 15 u from the ground.

As more data became available, it became apparent that earlier

models of the lower chromosphere were inadequate. In April

1967, a meeting was hel d at the Hotel "De Bilderberg" near

A rnheim, Netherlands, to construct a model consistent with the

new data. As it turned out, the model was largely based on con-

tinuous measurements, especially but not exclusively the ultra-

violet :measurements near 160OX ; the model is therefore known

as the Bilderberg Continuum Atmosphere or BCA (Gingerich and

de Jager 1968). Most of the infrared results have become avail-

able since the construction of the BCA; incorporation of those

data may require serious revision of the model.

It is clear that the problem of the temperature of the lower

chromosphere is not closed. We shall discuss the various infra-

red measurements in the final chapter and compare them with

the results of the present work.



r

electron temperature with height through as large a region of

the lower chromosphere as passible.

i

f
4



II. THEORY

We must examine the transfer of radiation through an emitting

and absorbing gas in order to understand quantitatively the re-

lation between conditions in the solar atmosphere and the far

infrared radiation emerging from the top of the atmosphere.

To this end, we define the intensity of radiation at a given point

in a particular direction; let dF be the element of radiant en-

ergy of any polarization within a narrow wavelength interval

between A and h+dA which passes through an element of area

da at some paint P into the solid angle dw along the

normal of da during the time interval d t . We define the

spectral inten ,nsit at the point P in the direction of the normal

of da by	 I A(P' e s o) =	 dE	
x	 (I I.1)

dA da dw dt

where 6.10 	 are the polar coordinates specifying the direc

ti on of the normal of da.

The spectral intensity is more properly Known as spectral radi-

ance in radiometry and spectroscopy, but the term intensity is

almost universally used in astrophysics; we shall adopt thi6 prac-

19

.
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tice. The terriis radis.j3t sLeranec, storadiancy, and radiant flux

du-o. 	 ;^.rc: also OCLa ;ionally encountered.

The total or integrated intensity is the integrzz l of the spectral

intensity with respect too wavelength. The term intensity used

alone may denote either spectral or total intensity.

The differential equation relating the intensity to the physical con-

ditions in the solar atmosphere may be derived by considering the

processes which change the intensity as it traverses a distance ds

in the atmosphere (Chandrasekhar 1960). The processes may be

characterized as:

absorption:	 r -» Kj^	 CSC	 where K^

is the mass ab: orpticin coefficients and p the density,

stimulated emission: JI.z	 ^Si	 where Kx

is the mass stimulated emission coefficient;:
spontaneous emission:	

S	
,^	 where j X

is the spontaneous emission coefficient;

scattering:,. •c8,c,A;'1^`^c`-J@^+.1.^cS3
^x

where tx its the product of the mass scattering coefficient and the

norma'tized phase function.

Hereafter we neglect scattering; it will be shown later that scatter-

irk is'negligible compared to the absorption and emission processes
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for the wavelengths and physical conditions involved in the present

expe rim ent.

We include the stimulated emission as negative absorption, re-

placing the absorp tion coefficient K' by the "absorption coeffi-

cient including stimulated emission" K^ _ K^ - Kit,, 	 In thermo-

dynamic equilibrium K" = K1exp(-he/XkT), so K h is positive.

In certain non-equilibrium situations it is possible for K	 to be

negative. In the lower chromosphere, K X is very nearly its

equilibrium value for far infrared wavelengths, as we shall slow.

The net change in intensity is

We now assume that the solar atmosphere is spherically sym -

metric, that is that physical conditions depend only upon height
i

above some reference level, not upon heliographic latitude and

longitude; hence II ( P, e , o) depends only upon height and ze-

nith angle 6 , as well as wavelength. This assumption is cer-

tainly true of the quiet sun on a large scale, except for the corona.

It is, of course, nvt even approximately true of active features

such as sunspots and flares. on a small scale, the assumption

is not exact. The entire visible disk of the sun is mottled with

small irregularly shaped bright areas bounded by darker lanes,
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t4c ; , -called "rice-grain" pµttern; O-d s prc'z mably i s a -nanifes-

Lstio:^	 thernial convectin . in o r below the	 The

bright granules range in sine' froin 300 km to 1800 kin (Sc:hwarzs-

child 1959). They have lifetimes of about 9 ininutes (Bahng and

Schwarr.schild 1961a); the r. m. s. fluctuations in brightness be-

tv.rc:cn bright granules and dark lanes correspond to a temperature

difference of 920 (Bahng and Schwarr.schild 1961b).

The ragged appearance of the solar limb in the light of the hydro-

gen emission lines shows that the upper chromosphere is even

less spherically symmetric than the= photosphere. The elements

of structure, called spicules, appear as bright jdts spurting into

the upper chromosphere; they have characteristic diameters of

800 km and heights of 2800 km with lifetimes on the order of 15

minutes (Beckers 1964). Th: temperature of the spicules and of

the surrounding material is uncertain inasmuch as the concept of

local thermodynamic equilibrium does not apply.

The lower chromosphere, the region of interest in the present:

experiment, lies between these two extremes. It is more nearly
r

related in physical conditions to the photospherc than the upper`

chromosphere; indeed, it is sometimes considered a part of the

photosphere.
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The assumption of spherical symmetry holds more accurately

here than in any other region of the solar atmosphere accessible

to observation (de Jager 1964). The photosphoric granualtion

has decreased at this height due to the fact that the decrease in

density results in an increase in mean free path of radiation and

hence in more effective radiative coupling of adjacent hot and coal

regions. The apparently eruptive motion of the spicules, which

is perhaps related to the heating of the upper chromosphere, is

not present at least in the lower portions of this region. The

layer is therefore comparatively homogeneous.

In the present experiment, the area of the sun observed at any

instant (defined by the entrance slit of the radiometer) is greater

than one square arcmin. Since granules have a size on the order

of a square aresec, the observation represents an average over

thousands of granules, if indeed the effects of granules extend to

the observed height. The far infrared emission is very nearly pro-

portional, to temperature .. _ d lnB f d 1nT varies from 1.41 to 1. 1 5

in this experiment __ so that the average infrared emission

represents *e average brightness temperature of the observed

area. This contrasts with the situation in the ultraviolet where

the temperature dependence of the emission irA very strong; near

16€01, dlnB/dlnT%20. Thus intensity measurements 'of a non.

ac._
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U1 3 ..^ t='; sourcc in the "Itr tv;uict, whcn inter--,r-cted Ly Planck's

}.till 41 ten.per•ltt4 -.-e thiit i`.	 1 .illy wL-;,,',htt'd in favor of the

hotter elt-mc atK.

We assume, in view of these arguments, a stratifi--d solar ati-nos-

phere with properties dependent only upon a , the height above

some arbitrary reference level. Then the spectral intensity is a

function only of a and the zenith angle e. It is convenient to use

p = cos 6 as the angular variable ratio than 6 itself; u varies

from  -1 to +1, but only the range 4 to +1 is accessible to observa-

tion. 33cca.usc of the curvature of the layers of the atmospbcre,

varies along a ray. Unless observations are made extremely close

to the limb, within a few arc scc, this variation is negligible.

We substitute da	 pde into equation 11.2 and obtain

.wow 	 ,
The ratio j /1 of emission to absorption is known as the source

function, S	 lecti	 scattering, ^'	 f	 t' ^	 Neglecting 	 ^ is a func tion only of

the physical properties of the gas at height a ; in princ iple SA (z
ik

can be calculated if the physical conditions are known. We can
f

them formitIly solve the transfer equation to obtain r f a , .

In actual practice, however, the conditions determining the source

.A^'-^'nk
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function are in turn determined at least partially by the radiation;

to determine a riori the radiation, one must solve the enor-

mously more complicated problem of the simultaneous coupled

equations relating radiation, mass motion, and other forms of

energy transport to the physical conditions in the atmosphere.

At the present state of knowledge of solar physics, a complete

solution of this difficult problem is simply not possible.

Our goal is to work the other way: we deduce the source function,

and thereby something of the physical conditiL-12 in the atmosphere,

from the observed radiation. To this end, the far infrared obser-

v4tions are uniquely suited to the determination of the electron

temperature of the lower chromosphere as we shall show. This

electron temperature is one of the most important parameters for

understanding the physics of the lower chromosphere.

We may formally solve the radiative transfer equation by using
Idle

it X F [,-*f2
as an integrating factor. Multiplying equation 11. 3 by this factor

I
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iBy choosing the arbitrary level s 0 deep enough in the sun, we

may make KXpda'	 very large. In that case the second term

may be neglected for U>Q , Physically this corresponds to choos-

ing s o so deep that no radiation from that level reaches height

S	 directly.

i

The observable radiation is that emerging from the top of the solar

atirlosphere: IX (s4QO ,U>O) . We may obtain this from equation II. 5

writing 1 ,X (V) for .I. (s-*(*, u)

(,A) = JA	 (Z) K^ (Z)

We must investigate the sources of infrared opacity in the sun

because the emergent intensity depends upon the opacity, since

the radiation emitted at any point is attenuated by all the atmos-

phere above: it before emerging. The continuous opacity of the

sun mystified astrophysicists for years. It was thought that the

major contribution was due to the photoionization continua of
4

hydrogen and of metals. The Balmer discontinuity at 3646 	 is,

however, much smaller than would be expected if most of the

opacity came from+the bound-free transitions nf hydrogen suffi;-



R. Wildt (1939) suggested that the opacity was due to the bound-

free transitions of negative, hydrogen atoms, hydrogen atoms

binding an extra electron. Such ions had not at that time been

observed in the laboratory, although their existence was pre-

dicted by quantum mechanics. Wildt`s expectation was based or,

the abundant supply of neutral hydrogen atoms in the sun and a

source of free electrons from the easily ionized atoms such as

sodium and calcium.

The H- ion has one bound state with binding energy .754 ev. The

continuous opacity of the solar atmosphere in the visible arises

from the photodetachment of the extra electron by a photon with

wavelength less than 1. 645 u , Calculations of the opacity

(Chandra.aekhar 1945) due to this process accounted well for the

solar limb darkening in the visible. In the infrared, the opacity

due to bound-free transitions of H- decreases, becoming zero for

wa, elengths greater than 1. 645 U But observations shove the

solar opacity goes through a minimum and then increases at lon-

ger wa,-elengths. To account for this increase: Wildt revived the

suggestion of Pannekook (1931) that the infrared opacity right be

due to free-free transitions of negative hydrogen, that is, transf ra

of an electron from one unbounded orbit to snot ear in the field of a

neutral hydrogen atom, a process familiar to physicists as	 rs+s

E

i
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bremsstrahl.ung. Early -calculations (Wheel er and Wildt 1942;

Menzel and Pekeris 1935) of the cross section for this process

indicated that it was too small by an order of magnitude to account

for the infrared opacity. As late as 1946, there were suggestions

(Chalonge and Kourganoff 1946) of an additional unknown' source of

opacity. Chandrase:khar and Breen (1946) pointed out that the Born

approximation for the incident free electron waive function, which

had been used in the previous calculations, was likely to be seri-

ously in error for the very low electron eneri;ies involved. They

recomputed the cross section using the Hartree approximation and

found cross sections more than ten times larger than had been

previously computed, fully ample to account for the solar infrared

opacity. They recognised the shortcomings of their own calcula-

tion in using an s waved representation for the electron and in

neglecting effects of exchange and polarization; yet it was a monu-

mental computational task with nothing but a Marchant calculator.

With the advent of large digital computers, several investigators

( eltman 1956, Ohmura and Ohmura 1960; John 1964, 196"j) have

recomputed the free free absorption coefficient W higher ap roxi-

r&tions. It now appears that l ndrasekhar and Breen over-

estimated the coefficients by abot 4006 The various rec-ent corn-
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with experimental work in *'he near infrared.

For our work, we adopt the values of John (1966) which incorporate

exchange and polarization corrections as likely to be the most ac-

curate at very long wavelengths. The use of any of the other re-

cent values would not seriously affect the results.

The absorption coefficient including stimulated emission is propor-

tional to the number of neutral hydrogen atoms, to the electron

pressure, and in the limit of long wavelength to the square of the

wavelengthi. The wavelength squared dependence of the opacity is

accurate throughout the far infrared: for temperatures encountered

in the lower chromosphere K A2 varies by less than 1/276 for

wavelengths greater than 10 U.	 We therefore write the absorp-

tion coefficient as

AN	 r	 i (T) no pe	 (11-7)

The coefficient K' j is a function of temperature, varying approx-

imately as T	 at solar temperatures. In Figure 1 we show

the depends=* of K i upon temperature according to John (1966).

In Table I we cgmpare the val a of ic from the results of several
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1

dL ► inant sou rce of chromospheric opacity in the far infrared, it

is worthwhile to examine possible competing sources of opacity,

such as molecular absorption or bound-free continua of neutral

atoms. For comparison we shall estimate the opacity at 10U and

lid at the chromospheric levels where this radiation originates

(in the Eddington-Barbier approximation), using the Bilderberg

model of the lower chromosophere (Gingerich and de Jager 1968).

This model may err in the details, but is surely accurate enough

for reasonable estimates. From this model we take the following

conditions;

T p .100” 2 L 
0' 4

X f'or T^ N J 10 i00 u

Te 522 5 4600 OK

Pe 30 94 ,285 dynes/om2

nH 7. 85x10' " 7.90x10' s am'^ a

KXA 2. 27X10" 2 4 1. 89x10"2 1 amt

Atomic line absorption need not be considered in-the far infrared.

A line in the far infrared represents a transition between two very

Close levels; such levels generally occur within rnultiplets.or, as

in hydrogen, very near an ionization limit. 	 In the first ca g e radi-

ative transitions are forbidden; in the latter, both the populations

and the oscillator strengths are small.	 Hydrogen especially has

small population in the upper levels because of its larger ionization
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Molecular lines are not as easil, dismissed. in planetary atmos-

phere, for example, pure rotation lines of polar molecules are

the principal source of far infrared opacity. At solar temperz+-

tures, however, most molecules are dissociated. The principal

•

	

	 molecules in stellar atmosphere, excepting H2 which is not infra-

red active, are CO, OH, CH, and CN, which are b to 8 orders of

magnitude less abundant than atomic hydrogen at the effective

solar temperature (de Jager and Neven 1957). Metal oxides, such

as TiO and ZrO which are prominent in the spectra of cool stars,

are many orders of magnitude less abundant at the solar tempera-

Lure. We take CO! as typical in order to calculate the importance

of molecular absorption.

The pure rotation spectrum consists of a number of equally spaced

lines at-wave numbers v	 2B (J+1)	 where J(=0,1,2,3  ... }

is the angular momentum of the lover state and B is the rotational

constant, 1.93 cm" 1 for CO (Leighton 1959b). The integrated

absorption over a line is

kv 4Y	 Nj	 ,..j hvS

where NJ is the number density of molecules in the Jth state and

r	 B	 is the Einstein coefficient:
F

F	 4Tel+

where RJ, J + 1 is t e matrix element of the dipole moment

_..	 pop-
T

ci
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p

bc;Lwccn the rotational states; R will be of the :;anie order of mag-

nitude as the permanent dipole moment of the CO molecule, that is
^a10_ esu_cm	 (Goody 1964). The mean opacity will be the into..

grated opacity of a line divided by the line spacing 2B. Including,

the stimulated emission factor 1- expo(-hcvd/kT) , we have

	

RV' (I - e- 	0-t 1).
Since hcv0./kT << 1,	 we expand the exponential retaining

only the first two terms. The number of molecules in the Jth

state is (2J+l) Noa/QR where NCO is the total number density

of CO and QK is the rotational partition function. In calculating

the partition function, we approximate the sum by an integral since

many states area populated.	 s

00QFL ctw* t	
two	 T

	

......	 2j a	 J = ..-,----
=o	 o`	 cs	 '( 11 9)

where-	 e 2 x he/k	 is the second radiation constant.

Approximately,
C,15	 ^ 2C,8(1%T+1

Ova co	 (2j )	 js*t	 .

For T = 4600', t K  > has a maximum at J :`52,, correspond-

ing to X = 49p.	 At this maximum <Kmax> 
= 1.7 x ].0-2 4NC0 4

Taking N 0 = 10"N 	 we have K X (CO) < 2 x 10 3 QNH.

Compared to 
K50P (H^) = 4 x 10`~14 NH	 for negative

hydrogen, molecular absorption is entirely negligible.

Another possible source of far infrared opacity is the bol d4ree
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continuum of atomic hydrogen. If an atom is in an excited state

close enough to the continuum, a far infrared photon can photo_

ionise it. The cross section for an atom in the nth quantum

state is (Aller 19631

	

!t= ^	
f

Mn s	
h G

Provided a < n 2 /R.	 R here is the Rydberg and g is the

Gaunt factor, which is near unity. To find the absorption coeffi-

cient for radiation of wavelength

times number density in state n

X	 , we sure the cross section

over all values of	 n >

that is, over all states from which absorption may occur. Neglect-

Ing the Gaunt factor,	 s,

_ ►
But

N.w. n%N, 
e"1-17^-" 

-a nt Nj e Wr- e

Since the neutral hydrogen atoms are preponderantly in the ground

state in the lower chromosphere, we replace NI by N jq, the num•

bar density of neutral hydrogens. In the far infrared, we shall be

concerned with absorption from a large number of levels with ap-

proximately equal contributionai. we therefore replace the sum by

an integral. Setting	 ^ c tR/^T,
.,

a	 Na- 4CM
'.P I C'MA (II.1o)

Wr
At solar tempe ratures 0 :: 35. For I e 1000 s AR = 1097 .

v
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Therefore we have

	

2	 e. ¢	 127

2R
This contribution to the opacity, whir's mimics the free-free

	

opacity in its	 x2	 wavelength dependence, is also negli-

gible compared to the opacity of negative hydrogen.

0,)e final source of opacity should be mentioned: during the col-

lision of two unlike atoms, a time varying dipole moment is farmed

which can absorb radiation. In the solar atmosphere, the most

prevalent collisions of this type are between hydrogen and helium.

Ulrich (1966) has calculated the importance of this process for the

solar infrared opacity. He finds that the induced opacity has a

bread peak at 32 U , but is largest relative to negative hydrogen

absorption at 19 U , where it contributes about 1% to the opacity.

We are therefore justified in neglecting also this source of opacity.

Scattering may also be neglected. The scattering quantity which its

analogous to the linear absorption coefficient for absorption is the

cross section for scattering times the number density of scatterers.

For Thomson scattering by free electrons, OT a 6.7 x 10-16 Cm2 •

	Therefore K'	 se Mari"	 x 10"

Rayleigh scattering is even less important. The scatterers are

hydrogen atoms with cross section O a 6-T x 10"'(.1216/X)4.
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Both scattering coefficients axe negligible compared to absorption.

We should note that the absorption c:oeff is ients computed above

are all linear absorption coefficients; they must be divided by the

total density to obtain the mass absorption coefficient.

In summary, we conclude that the only significant source of con-

tinuous far infrared opacity in the lower chromosphere is due to

the free-free transitions of electrons in the field of neutral hydro-

gen atoms for which the opacity is proportional to hydrogen density,

electron pressure, and the square of the wave length.

All that remains now is to relate the source function $A (S) to the

electron temperature 70 (x).	 In the case of thermodynamic

equilibrium, Kirchhoff I s law states that ^^ ^^`^	 ^c^8^ ^^'1

where a1 (7) is the Planck function, which depends only upon the
tempera

ture and not at all upon the specific nature of the emitting

n, ateri&l. In this case, the source function is . simply the Planck

function of the therniodXn&=ic ter pmrature. Thermodynamic

equilibrium does not, of course, obUia in the solar atmosphere,

for in equilibrium the radiation field is isotropic and there is no

net transfer of radiant energy. Tbo *quality of the source function
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and the- Planck furnc:iun still holds if there is local h: ,, xiodynamitc

equil ibrium (1,TLJI . 'Phis, means that a local temperature may be

defined at any point such that the gas conditions .._ velocities,

atomic exci,tatinn, etc. 	 but not the radiation field, are the same

as they would be in thermodynamic . ;tuilibrium. This condition

is widely applied in astrophysics because of its sin"iplici 	 but is

not strictly applicable in the lower chromosphere. It is still pos-

sible for a particular emission or absorption process to obey
M.

Kirchhoff's lave provided the departures from LTE do not directly

affect the process in question.

We wifh tc, shover that, for the free-freer transitions of negative

hydrogen, Kirchhoff I s laver holds to a high degree of accuracy. with

S  (u) =fax (?0 (x))	 where ?* is the kinetic temperature

of the free electrons. To establish this, we show that the free

electron& have a Maxwellian velocity distribution from which we

define the electron temperature, and that the conditions which

are not characterised by this temperature, chiefly the thermal

radiation field and the distribution of atoms among the various
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The question of the velocity distribution of the electron has been

considered by Woolley and Stibbs (1953). A free electron is

created by photoi.oni,zation, usually of a 1.4- ion, typically with

super thermal velocity, travels about, freely colliding with other

electrons and with atoms and ions, gradually losing its excess

energy and becoming part of a Maxwellian distribution. In con -

trast it also collides with photons, that . is undergoes free-free

transitions, which would tend to make the distribution non-

Maxwellian since the radiation field is not characteristic of the

electron temperature. Inelastic collisions between electrons i

atoms may also introduce non-Maxwellian velocities. Eventually

the free electron is captu^bd by an atom, or ion and disappears

from the distribution. We shall show that the mean time from

creation to destruction of'a free electron is long compared to the

time required for elastic collisions to th.er-nulize it and that the

. . inelastic collisions are negligible; it is clear that under these

conditions the velocity distribution is very nearly Maxwellian.

Suppose that an electron with excess energy OkY1 is injected

a thermal distribution of electrons with mean .izorgy	 T'
The eross #action for the fast electron to collide with a slow olec-

trop• and lose an amount of energy at least equal 	is give

by O A and Massey 1950) *A:



If we consider only collisions in which thy: electron loses at least

half of its excess energy, that is Qa	 3^3kx,	 we obtain

Cie tz	
A 2

The rate of such collisions is n eoev.	 The rate of colli-

sions ro sultin,g 'in photoattachment is	 n HoHV	 where

QH	
is the relevant cross ' section. The ratio of thes e rates,

that is the mean number of "hard" electron. electron collisions

suffered by an electron between production and destruction is

Am
WX C3J^,nµ

For conditions appropriate to the levels of the chromosphere; where

the 100 p radiation originates, T = 46000 , ne/nH w S. 7 x 10"

The excess energy parameter 	 may bee estirnater2 from the fact

that the largest number of photoioniaaetions occur near a = • 5P .

For this wxvalength, the photon energy is 2. 479 ev	 a kT for

T=28, 500'3	 Only . 754 ev is required to detach the eele3ctron

therefore the typical energy of a "new" free electron will be 1. 7 ev,

that to	 2.9.	 The maximum value of or 	 is given by
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We may neglect elastic co:lisions with atoms and ions. While the

number density of atoms is 2 a 10 4 tunas greater than the number

density of electrons, the cross section is about 10 3 times smaller.

Furthermore, an electron can neve r ^ lose more than , Z16 of its

energy in an electron atom collision due to the much larger mass

of the atom.

Inelastic collisions between electrons and hydrogen or helium

atoms in the ground state may be neglected because the electrons

have insufficient energy to raise the atoms to their first excited

state, 'Inelastic collisions between electrons and ether atoms may

be neglected unless the number of such collisions is significant,

say 1%, relative to the number of electron. electron collisions,

In that case

c	 x 1 fit' s no

The maximum excitation cross section for a permitted transition

is 125 7ra s' O r	 where X is in microns (Allen. 196g)

Since the typical electron energy is less than 1 ev we look for a

pe'rraitted transition from the ground state with excitation energy

less than l ev and oscillator strength f 9 10"n /n	 gi,nee

most resonance, lines lie in the ultraviolet,_ we may expect tit
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f < 0.l ; therefore we need only examine species with abun.

dances greater than 10 -5 relative to hydrogen: helium., carbon,

nitrogen, oxygen, neon, magnesium., silicon, sulphur, and iron.

A search of Miss Moore's tables (1949, 1952) shows that none of

these atoms has a transition with the requisite oscillator strength.

Therefore inelastic electron-atom collisions are negligible.

Another inelastic process to be considered is the collisional do-

tachment of the extra electron from a negative hydrogen ion. The

maximum cross section is crH- : 27ra c $ M a) x W 2 X 10- t $ am4

(Alen 1963) where R is the Rydbsrg and X c n 1.645u	 the

ionisation threshold. In the lower chromosphere nHow/n a 10- 9

(Thomas and ,A.thay 1961), so O.-nH_ s 2 X 
10- 14n H O

which is also negligible#

The only ether inelastic process to be considered is the frde.free

F	 transitions themselvos. The probability per cm along a ray that

a photon will be absorbed is X1 (°.i )nHnQkTX	 Then the number

of photons absorbed per exn 3 per second is

	

Ni ff Nv4	 144T x% ^
E

where N^dX	 *s the number density of photons with wavelength

between	 X and X' + d ;	 This will be appro ima al

equal to the number density of photons in an isatber al
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enclosure at the effective temperature of the sun times a dilution

factor of 0. S. In an isothermal enclosure N 
X 
=(X/ho)(41B 

X 
/0),

so the rate of fret-free transitions gn jJISIZog is

I.T.aTr	 N H KI (T-)	 (11,12)

where To is the electron temperature in the chromosphere and Tqfj

to the effective solar temperature, 5800o . The function X'B 
X

has a maximum at XT P."' 9000 micron-dog. We may crudely

approximate
X t	

CrfX 9X40k \ orw) f 5,4x	 14

When the rate of free-4ree. transitions yor electron for the region

where 100 ^ radiation arises is approximately 2. 6 x 
10"Ir 

n
H
 Bee'

We wish to compare this to the electron capture rate a 
H 

n 
H 
V 0

The speed of a , S ov electron is about x 1 07 cm/ goc,. Cy has a

maximum value of 2.5 x 10- 22 cmZ . The capture rate is approxi.

m&toly 10 - 14 n H xoc w 1 . Therefore only oas electron in four

undergoes a single free•frs* tnitsition on the average between

creation and annihilation, the offset of the free free transitions

6n the oloQtran velocity distribution may 
be 

Aeglocted,

We conclude on the basis of the above calculatiorl s that tho oloctrosi

velocity distribution in the lower chromosphere never deviatco sig.

nificantly from a Maxwellialt velocity distribution.

Paget (1957 , has shown that$ XIVOA a Maw*lltan V#1001ty distribu.
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tion of the free electrons, the free.froo absorption and emission

occurs junk as if the: systam were in herniodynamic equilibrium

at the electron temperature. The emission by a given electron

depends only upon its velocity, the impact par meter, and atomic

constants. Thus tho omission by an ensemble of electrons depends,

apart from atomic constants, only upon the velocity d3stri'bution,

If the velocity distribution in a non-equilibrium system is the same

as in thermodynamic oq,uilibrium, the spontaneous emission will

be the same regardless of the non-equilibrium conditions. Simi.

larly the absorption coefficient depends only on the velocity distri.

button anK, atotrAc constants. In thermodynamic equilibrium ak



Kx(Z)	 K b (z)X ' where K O (Z) . K I (T a tz)'Pa 41Hlp . Then

IX (14 F X^,t c:^) J(* (Z) 9(L)
	

a 	 ( II .. 3

We define a new independent variable T p	 the reference

optical depth, by
w

To (Z) 
f, HO

(IV)^Cs^}^Z' 	 (11.1 4)

Note that this definition of aptical depth differs from the usual

definition of monochromatic optical depth at some wavelength:

T'\ (z) .6 f(, (Z') ? (V) d %'
s

For wavelengths in the far infrared ( X>10U)	 the mono.

chromatic optical depth is obtained by multiplying the reference

optical depth by X Y

'SOW

The monochromatic optical depth is a dimensionless quantity; our

referent* optical depth therefore has dimensions of (length)' Z.

The limits of a = « and s 0 a e correspond to T o=  0 and

To o 	respectively. The level so was chosen deep

enough that a. 4
4d 

9d 0	 1 that i s T! 40+06'

s
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enxitting the same intensity at the. given wavelength. By definition

The Planck function in the far infrared is approxilxiately represented.

b the Rayleigh-Jeans law, We write	 C T t 14	 } rCY A j	 T4. `	 C 	 4

where tp is a function only of the product XT 	 may be given

approximately by
wpm	 %2

► 	 12

with are error of lose than 10- 4 for XT>5X10 4 micron-degrees.

Equation IL 15 then becomes

4ip

Defining a new observing variable	
(I^.^.^}

lit

A, '	 (11.20)

we obtain

'.
T . 

For far lAfre, rtd wavelengths 0 (XT) is small. Furthermore,

Is nearly equal they T in the range of z o which contributes

Importantly to the integral, es`pec.ial ly near the temperature mint..

mum. Thon	 to v . ^ , nearly unity.

Mincing this approximation for the moment,_ we have
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To this approximation, a is a function only of the combination

not of and I	 independently. Measuring

the brightness temperature of the sun at	 X	 20u and

u ' 0, 25	 is therefore equivalent to a moasurerr ent at 44 u

at the center of the dish. Measurement of the center-to_limb

variation of brightness temperature at one wavelength is equivalent

to measurement of the spectrum of the center of the disk over a

certain spectral range. Since it is much easier experimentally to

measure accurately relative intensities at one wavelength than at

different wavelengths, this is the method that wa^ used in the gres-

ant experiment: we measure relative intensities as a function of

u	 at six different wavelengths, and use the results, combined

with an accurate value ofof the brightness temperature of the center

of the disk at one wavelength from the careful work of Saiedy and

Goody (1959), to determinethe spectrum of the center of the disk

over a large spectral range.

In this approxim-S. wion, VC	 is just the Laplace transform of

the rlectrdn temperature as a function of optical depth. If we can

measure	 over a large range, , we can calculate Te	 over

a similar range of optical depths. To take the inverse Laplace

transform, we must have am analytical representation of Q over

the infinite duin of t=here are, however, numerical methods

WE
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(King 1 964; White 2908) of obtaining the temperature over a limited

optical depth from clata over a limited range of	 C.
i

t

The values of T(-r0)obtained in this manner may be used to correct

the original data on IDW for the error introduced by the approxi-

a-nation t + (7)
t +	 t

We write the observed brightness temperature O( X su) as a

scum:

x, ^O " 6.09) .+ 4 (xt t )
where



Since d0, may be expected to be quite small, we may use fairly

imprecise approximations in its evaluation. We expand T(T• ) ►n a

Taylor series about To* keeping only terms up to the second do.

rivative. Since	 is already a small quantity, we keep only	 I

i

terms up to the first derivative in its expans ion about T ( T & e) .

Using these expansions
AOO	 T,	 witirr"%+T'AT.-k

where	 { l I.25 ^
dT

T 	
1'	 I

#'I

Transposing terms proportional to Ae "d writing AO for

	

`	 - O (XG #) s we have

Vib

1

On a,,e left hand side we replace 	 by Go without significant

error and recognize that Go = C jTe` CT °d4 o	 On the right

hand side we collect the coefficients of various powers of AT o

+ 7. ^ J 'T'	 T	 r(T* - r,^)

et

We are free to choose any value forth* expar.sion point To**

Letting T 0 a	 11 the second integral vanishes and we obtain
A.

	

+	 la,

i

Y	 F

&r 	 .: _.	 ....^^^t.....'u,..«	
'Y^_	

.^^	

'°•`..5',*'t.: 	 ...W.4^a';	 .ter	 -
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To vv;Aluate Act	 we c xpand O(XO 4 ) about To	 to first

order:	 .b+
(A, Q ^ -F	 too "'" "#	

(I I.2 9)

}

To the approximation used for T (T o) ,

Hence	 A6 +#T.... ."`

Substituting II.3 1. into U. 8,. we obtain

t T .o f T.-r"-
 

I+ e ► . +

(11.30)

(11.31)

<11 •32)

2
-Ira. 0, Qaa,

For the wavelength, and temperatures with which we shalt be con-

cerned. tlic second term amounts to less than .05 and may be

neglected in computing AI 	 Hence

Ael (X'k,k) 	
g



And setting

-gip► ra; -,^^^	 ,,^;,
•	 4 Oe

(11.34)
Near the temperature niinimum, where we shall be concerned,

0 0 >> to'	 and Co >> t "o" ,	 We shall therefore

expect that the last three terms will be negligible in comparison

to the Iflajt twu. In this case

To rrummarize, we have shown that the brightness temperature

44 

of the sun in the far infrared may be written as 0 0 + A0

6
where Go	 is a function only of a 2 /1A	 and as a function of

this quantity is the Laplace transform of the electron temperature

ofa chromosphere as a function of reference optical depth, andth	 p	 p	 p

where AO	 is a, small correction depending pendin upon wavelength

and the derivatives of o o	 to account for the failure of the

Rayleigh-Jeans law,

. g	 ^ 	 ; 4 -



III. THE EXPERIMENT

The instrument with which the stun was observed consia.p d of a

telescope and radiometer mounted on a balloon borne stabilised

platform along with associated control and data processing equip-

inert. The stabilised platform was developed in the early sixties

in the Laboratory of Astrophysics and Physical Meteorology of

the Johns Hopkins University (Strong 196' ; Bottema 1967). It

was originally planned for daytime observations of the planet

Venus. It has since been adapted to other observations carrying

other instruments: a solar telescope (Zander 1966); a corona-

graph (MacQueen 1968); and the instruments for the present

experiment._

The platform with its telescope is shown in Figure Z. The plat-

form is supported by a. central stem surrounded by two concen-

tric hollow shafts all connected together by ball bearings. The

inner balloon stern runs through the entire height of the package

that it supports.. A, command package for ground control of bal-

loon operation containing radio beacon, ballast, altitude trans

5A



mitter, recording barograph, and uthcr vquiprz ent is ccnneccted

to the bottom of the stem. The sumpenMon link-s connecting the

package W the parachutu ,and, in 	 to the balluan are fas-

tone. to ;he t9p of this stem,

A reaction wheel, mounted on the second shaft, coaxial With this

stem, is a cylindrical structure 114 cna in diameter and 32 cm

high. It is constructed largely of a1timinum honeycomb for

stren gth, rigidity, light weight, and ease of repair, Six lead -

acid aircraft batteries are mounted around the circumference of

the reaction wheel to supply electrie'al power in fi ^ght, Although

each 24 volt battery has a non-Aral capacity of 40 ampu pie - hours,

it is d+erated by a factor of two for flight because the low temper

tune during the flight reduces its capacity. Now, dry charged

batterie s' arc used for each balloon flight.. A• few clays before the

flight, the electrolyte is added ar,d the batteries art! charged,

discharged, and recharged to t(., st their reliability. This cycling

also increa.sr.s their capacity. The regular vent capts on the bat-

tery cells are replaced by modified caps which n-mi,nfai.n an in-

ternal cell pressure of about 100 Corr.

The rt:ac liun whet-1	 batteries has La n aa. of 82 kr, and a

211olli 'ilt of ini., ."t a of 16 kg -rn	 Each bratcryr has a niin sk. of 36

x
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kg, giving a moment of inertia for the battery laden wheel of

about 130 kg.mz ; this is cornpa rable to the moment of the rest

of the apparatus.

An amplifier and torque motor, located inside the reaction

wheel, supply the motive force , for the azimuth tracking system.

they are manufactured by the Inland Motor Corp.

The stabilized platform, on which the telescope is mounted, is

supported by the third coaxial stem directly above the reaction

wheel. Because the accuracy of the azimuth tracking system

depends largely upon the betarings between the reaction wheel

and the platform, they are selected to have a minimum of stick.

ing friction.

The platform is coupled to the reaction wheal through the d, c.

torque motor mentioned above. The electronic amplifier of the

tracking servosystem supplies a current to the torque motoi

which creates a torque approximately proportional to the point-

ing error. Sticking friction is given careful attention because

it sets a limit to the tracking accuracy. the platform will not

move to correct the pointing error until the torque exceeds the

sticking friction.



in-

I'liv platfurm turn,; In azimuth by reacting against the large

r.on,vnt of inertia of the reaction wheel; in this re8pect, the

lar g e mass of the batteries In an advantage. The rotational

ener i4i thus given to the reaction wheel Is transferred to the

balloon through the suspunsion shrouds and In ultimately dijosi.

gated. The friction of the bearings bet%vuen the reaction wheel

and the oteli-i provide.,., the coupling. The suspension systern,

between the balloon and the gondola, contains the parachute and

its shro-A lines. The suspension shrouds do not provide a rigid

connection so that to a degree instead of rotating the balloon, the

motion imparted to the bottom of the suspenmion "winds It up.

This wind-up, causing a restorhig torque upon the reaction wheel,

maltes a torsional oscillator of the system, the tracking system

supplying tho driving input force through the torque motor and

the isusponsion provWing the elastic member. Oscillations of

the reaction wheel pea-sist throvighout the time that the tracking

system is operating, The oicillationki are initiated by the rsticR-

slip bearing friction, The friction also determines the amplit-tiele

of the oscillation, so the amplitude may be used as an indicator

of bearing ecnidition. If the bearings are good, the amplitude of

of the reaction wheel will etc 4 to 5 0 petal< to peak.

The period is about 20 sec.,

i
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A short horizontal axle is -attached to the platform, stern, end

the trunnion carrying the telescope and radiometer mounts on

this axle. Rotation of the trunnion about the horizontal axis is

controlled by a ball bearing screw connecting the trunnion to

the platform. This screw achieves the elevation tracking of the

telescope. It is turned by a d. c. motor controlled by the track-

ing system electronics.

The telescope tracking system uses two sets of sensors; "coarse

eyes" for acquisition of the sun and "fine eyes" for subsequent

tracking. The fine eyes have a field of view 200 x 200 . The

coarse eyes are used initially to point the telescope so that the

sun falls within thisfield of view. The coarse eyes sense the

azimuth of the sun only; the elevation of the telescope is preset

so that the sun is within the elevation field of view of the fine

eyes at acquisition.

They four coarse eyes have a 3600 field of view. The eyes, which

are silicon solar calls are arranged in pairs, one on the aide

which should face t1-e sun, the other pair on the dark side. Mech-

anical shields shadow the eyes so that the output is null whop

pointing toward the sun and increases as the pair points away from

the sun. regardless of 'tie initial orientation of the package:, the
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coark.c eyeb will point it at the sun within 1 0 after a minute or

so tiijiu interval after the tracking system in act'vatod.

At iti presiut time, aboat five mirattes after the coarse eyes are

activatvd, control of the tracking system Is transferred to the

fine eyes. The fine eyes, manufactured by Ball Brothers Re-

search Corp. , :%re four silicon photovoltaic cells, each at the

focus of a small lens. F-4f of each cell is made insensitive 'by

an opaque coating. The cells are used in pairti, one pair fox-

elevation, the other for azimuth, The cells in a pair are matched

0 have equal response, to within 0, ,5%. The diameters dividing

the cells into sensitive and insensitive halves are vertical for the

azimuth pair, horizontal for the elevation pair, The output of a

call increases from zero to saturation 4ts the solar image formed

by the ILYUS iliOVeS from the insensitive to the sensitive half of the

cell. Mption of the solar _'mage parallel to the line dividing the

cell. causes practically no change in the output, When the cells of

a pair are connected in opposition, their combined output goes

from positive maturation to negative saturation as the sun moves

perpendicular to their dividing linu. The region near the null

point can be mar  very nearly linear by piuper orient;".ior, of tilt:

Cells. Tht- output is cluite insensitive to motions parallel to the

dividing line; elevation errors do not prod It 1,u ace zimutb error si 81
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nals. For beat linearity, the eyes should be adjusted so that at

the null point, the output of either cell is about 1516 of the satur-

ation value. - The saturation output is about 70 my into a 51 a

load. The slope of the output near the null paint for a prope ply

adjusted matched pair is 1. 5 my/arcmin.

The output voltage of the Dine eyes is amplified by a chopper

stabilized d. c, amplifier. The adjustment of the gain of the

amplifier is critical to the tracking accuracy. if the ga'_in is too

low, the tracking will be poor; if, on the other hand, the gain is

too high, an instability may exist: the suspension system and

gondola form a cornpO#und pendulum with period about 1.6 *cc;

if the gain of the stabilization servo system is toL: high, oscilla-

tion of this compound pendulum ,node is induced, It consists of

a rocking motion about either the pitch or roll axis. We call

either motion "nodding.

The oscillation is excited in the following manner: when the

azimuth torque motor creates enough torque to break the stick-

slip friction of the bearings between the platform and the reaction

wheel, an impulse of torque about the verti,::al axis is given to

the platform. But, since none of the princioal axes of the inertia

ellipsoid is parallel to the vertical axis, the torque excites a

r
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-iz-nta' axis,,poncnt of	 I-110mcnium about	 1'.o)

The con.ponent of rotta lt-1-on aboi,-.t the pitch axis produces an cle-

vation error of the same magnitude, The component of rotation

about the roll axis produces an azimuti-, error equal to the prejd-

uct of the rotAtion and the tangent of the te'L'cscvpc elevation angle.

The servo systern striver, to correct this error thereby fecding

morc singular -mornentum into the system and sustaining the os-

c 1 Ila ti on a.I

This problem c.-ould perhaps be eliminated if one of the principal

aX6!J; Of the inertia tonsor were made precisely parallel to the

vertical axis. This in a condition which is difficult to acMeve;

the usual procedure: is to simulate the balloon sumpensior, and

ad)uxt the gain of the azimuth servo systeni until the oxcillationh,

if starwd, will spontanvotizly dic out. The gain is then decreaser.]

an extra 2:546 to account for the apparent. incre-ase In solar bright-

ness at altitude because of the absence of atri-iospheric attersuation

and to provide a margin of safety. 'Thc gain setting is macic when

the sun in near the meridian since the syst(-i-n is rrioht wig=tablc at

highesA elevations bccaui,v of tbc dep(-TidvncC of the rec•c1barl, upo,n

th(-.- tan ti crit of tli s-

Aftc r	 0-tv a x4flitith error id e,nal goes throtiah an JRC
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network which produces a "Amping effect. The component

choices, 340 k"O	 e.nd 1 W&O	, give nearly critical damping.

The signal then goes to a bipolar solid state preamplifier and

amplifier (Inland Motor Corp. Models 626 and 597 respectively).

The amplifier output drives the torque motor. Thm torque motor

produces a torque of 4. 5 nr *n per amp of driving current. For

small e r ro. s, the torque is nominally :about 3 n •m per arcmin

of error. The Inland amplifier, however, has a temperatur z iwn-

sitve nonlinearity for small inputs; it produces almost no output

until the error exceeds a certain valwe. Combined with bearing

friction, this effect produces s, dead band, a region where a

tracking erivr produc6i* no corrective response, attempts to

reduce the dead band below about +6l by increasing the gain

caul-, they nodiing oscillation to be excited. Therefore we are

forced to accept a continual, almost square wave oscilla;ion of

the platform with an amplitude of 6 1 and a period of 20 sec. The

effects of this oscillation are removed by clie image tracking sys-

tem described below.

These problems do not occur in the elevation system because the

inertia of the system.. to be driven is small with respect to the

inertia of the system against which reaction is exerted and be-

cause the elevation -.- notio;%s are very slave. The elevation system
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tra-:I^ s to within it n` i nutQ of a rc proVi4ca tbQ r c is no nodc ing

osci 'Aa.d n. The ol evation drive Satli l".t t E:.+ a L a tip.'od of 1. 5)

arcmin /sc e. Nodding oscillations of amplitude rcater than

30 11 are too fast for the elevation drive co follow.

In su,-nma ry, th , main tracking system points the axis of the

telescope in the direction of the sun. with an accuracy of ± 6'

in a imutn and. bettor than	 in elevation provided ea i c is

taken to avoid nodding.

The. telescope is a Newtor°.an reflector; an optical dial rain is

shown in Figure 3.	 The diamet^,r of th+	 prii-nary was chosen to

fit the existing; equipment; the focal length was chosen as large
p

as could be convenic ntly fitted into the housing of the apparattis.

The primary ^ s 41. 25 cm in diameter and has a focal lengtiz of

223. a cm; it forms a solar image 2. 089' cxn in diameter. 	 To ^	 1'

measiLre relative intensities at different parts of the field of

view, it is important; that no part of the field he vignetted. 	 The

telescope was accordingly designed to ixave a field o1" view l° in

az n-with by .Ego in clevation.	 This field,	 combined %ti µith tht̂  dis-

tanct> the rac1,on.4;t(:r i :crst btt located from the "c1c.-si.t-)pe '0.1

rocszo for thestem, rcquirt!d thaat the	 mirror be un -

L!$UZ4t:y* <<: ro'	 ; its, projecti on r:n * ,-t pla ne perpe nClicular to tho vpl:c

_
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axis is a circle 17. 8 cm in diameter. With its cell and supports,

the secondary obscures about one quarter of the area of the

primary.

The secondary mirror is supported by two horizontal ,truts.

T.ae struts were placed in this manner so that the diffraction

caused by them would lie principally along the long dimension

of the entrance slit. The mirror cell of the secondary is fas-

tened to the struts by ball bearings so that the mirror may ro-

tate about an axis in its plane perpendicular to the telescope

axs. An offset arm, set in the shadow of the strut, is attached

to a servo motor outside the tube. The rotation of the second-

ary mirror is used to effect the final stage of azimuth tracking.

A third mirror, outside the tube, reflects the beam back parallel

to its original direction so that the axes of the telescope and

radiometer are parallel.

One of the design problems in a solar telescope is the change in

focal length caused by heating of the front face of the mirror by

the incident solar radiation. Even the best mirror coatings ab-

sorb 4 to 5% of the solar flux. For a balloon borne telescope,

experiments indicate that this heating would cause a temperature



Of :.rlJuut 10' ) C.: be-t\^, o en tho front and teach surfa.c os

(`at.l-oll , 196"11)), 1-o 'sultilig ill u c:hali,ge in foc.:: 1 c{r^t;t of •1 burr if

our primary , were of Pyrex. This estimate ib consistent -,vith

the, n-icasuren-,tints on Spectro-Ste°,:toscope (Mehltretter 196 7).

Such a change in foc.tis would result in an intolerable degrada-

Lion of image quality. If such a mirror were used, a servo

system must focus the telescope during flight or a very good

guess must be rnado of the change which will occur in flight., a

risky procedure at best.

This problem was solved fur us by the recent availability of a

form of ultra low expaiabion fused silica., marketed as Corning;

#7971 ULE n-iodified silica glass (Ra'.hmann cat al. 1968). "1"his

material has an average coefficient of expansion in the trrnpera.-

Lure range 5 0C to 35 0C of only 2xlO- 8 / o C, compared with 3. Zx

10 -6 for pyrex and 5x10` 7 for ordinary fused silica. Its other

thermal and mechanical properties as well as its , optical working

qualities are sirni:la,r to ordinary fused silica.

Ail three tt-,Iosco e mirrors, the oi'y inirrors subjected to soda:-

h ,-at:inC , wart; fabricated of this materiel by Iran i.. C.:oolke, Izic.

The	 Lelescupc was tested Nvith the Foucault knifc, e.'.Ccle

61
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test using a 40 cm collimator (Strom; 1967a). The optical

quality is suitable for use as a visual telescope; at wavelengths

of 10-100 V , it is diffraction limited.

To reduce the solar heating, the telescope mirrors were coated

with evaporated silver (over chromium) rather than the rzore

conventbnai choice of aluminum, The coating vas done by Mr.

Wilbur Perry.

The assembled telescope was tested for change in focus by locat-

ing the focal point accurately before and After applying radiation

simulating the solar flux, as measured by one of the coarse eyes,

with a quartz iodine' lamp. The change in focus was less than 0. 1

mm, the lima of accuracy in the measurement set by the turbu-

lence in they air in the tube after heating.

The entire mechanical structure supporting the mirrors and con-

straining the optical path from primary mirror to focal plane was

made of In.var low expansion alloy. The only exception was the

third mirror holder, for which Invar was not judged necessary.

The accuracy required in focusing may be calculated from the

criterion of Rayleigh (1885) that the optical path difference of



ray„ frum all parts of the mirror be lk:.o.8 than /' y ielding

the foz iLwla lif =	 4Xf' /d' 	 whore.	 ^,f the hc:rniissible

error in focusing. For a wavelength of 111 , the shortest used

in this experiment	 Of is 1. 5 mm.

The telescope was focused using the collimator and the knife edge;

test to an accuracy of ± .1 mm. It is believed that thy: collimator

was correctly focused to ± . 1 mm. The accuracy of the focus

was checked by observing that the sharpness of the lirrib of the sun

at 11U did not vary while the focus was changed ± .55 mm. We

are therefore confident, that the focus error did not contribute in-

accuracy to the limb profile; nae-asurements.

There are two desiderata in the location of the aperture stop:

first, in order that all the chief rays from the different: parts of the

solar disk enter the radiometer parallel, the- exit pupil should be:

located at infinity; secondly,	 in order that the direction of the chief

rays be independent of the rotation of the Newtonian secondary, the

exit pupil should be located at the ;Newtonian secondary. The best

compromise places the aperture stop 43 cm. in front of tho. pri-

mary mirror. The actual position, chosen for mechanical con..,

venience, of 90 cni in fratnt of the primary, is almott,t as gor)(1

attcl has the acictcd aclvantago of using- the largest possible area of

the pr innary tnl rro 4• . 'The stop is 37. 75 crn in d izarnt^t(,-r; th(.- u. •.

(3



ob structOGarea, after allc wing fur the secondary mirrur and its

supports is 781.2 cm2.

The main tracking system,' as discussed earlier, is incapable of

tracking to an accuracy of-better than ± 6' in azimuth. An aux-

diary system, which we designate the image tracking system,

controls the Newtonian secondary to provide the fine tracking in

azimuth. It also provides the elevation error signals to the main

tracking system. This fine tracking system is capable of main-

taining the solar image stationary within 2. 5 aresec	 r, m. s,	 in

both azimuth and elevation, provided there is no nodding.

The center to limb scar's are performed by moving a sl:t hori-

zontally fro:: the center of the image across the limb. Only a

horizontal band .45 cm high, the height of the alit, across the

2. 1 cm, diameter image is used for the measurement; the re-

mainder of the image is available for the tracking system.

Six sensors are arranged around the circumference of the image

when it is in its stabilized position. One rair, located at the top

and bottom of the imag e sense its position in elevation and pro-

vide an error signal indicating any deviation from its normal

position. They are .orated at the points at which the tangent to

f^
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ti,k . 1j,-4 ls is hori;t:unt:al, and tic, arc.• int.,c f miAive to small azimuth

cr•t•c,r^.. 'The sae-Ac technituL cannot he aseal to make the azi.

mutt sensors insensitive to elevation orrors because the vertical

edge.,i of the irnage are used for tlics measurement. Two pairs of

azimuth tensors are used, one member of each pair being above

and the other below the horizontal position. An clevation error

inc:rcabes the illumination of one mernber of each pair and de-

crcasc-s the other. To the extent that the sensors are matched,

the sum of the outputs of the two pairs is immune to small eleva-

tion errors.

The srnsora arc silicon NPN photutransistors manufac'L•ured for

us by General Sensors, Inc. The sensors of a pair are matched

to 2%, but there is considerable difference in the sensitivity of

different pairs. The sensors act very much a' current sources

whose curr ent output is proportional to the illumination for mod-

crate ill.urnination levels and almost independent of the voltage

across, there. The difference in currents from a pair ifs passed

through a 20 kSl	 resistor to provide a voltage proportional to

the difference in illumination of the sensors..

The radiation forming the top and bottom of the image is directed

to the sensors by small fused quartz reflecting prisms. The front

r-



of the prisms Ils coated with an aluminum film of about 1 / 2 ,1/4

transmission to reduce the illumination of the aensort► to avoid

saturation. The sensors are hermetically sealed in glass pack-

ages 2 mm in diameter and 10 mm long, The sensitive area is

approximately 1 mm, square. The sensitivity of the three pairs

of sensors varier from 102 Ua/Ow to 440 µa, /Uw . Saturation

occurs at an illumination of about 400 pw/cm z .

The output from the sensors controls the servo system which is

a modification of the gimballed startracker built for the balloon

flights to observe Venus. The operation of the portions of the

startracker used in this experiment may be briefly outlined as

follows: a 400 Ha inverter powers the field winding of a servo

motor; the same voltage is phase shifted 90' and used to drive a

solid state chopper. The d. c. signal generated by the difference

in the azimuth sensor currents is chapped and amplified to pro-

vide an a. c. current which is 900 ahead or behind the field coil

current depending on whether the d. c. signal was positive or

negative. This a. c. current is applied to the armature of the

servo motor, causing the motor to turn in a direction governed

by the sign of the azimuth error signal with a speed proportional

to the magnitude of that signal. The motor in turn rotates the

F, 6

Newtonian secondary to correct the azimuth error.

L^-__



^J'ltcr at. c:. (!r roI. f; g;tla l 6cijk , rtLt ec, thy Ox C.levat- ion hw-t ;G f3c'r1sors

If, sii	 ' ani1j]i'llie l by tI,v a rt r t rFtt:Yer elcc:teunics. At a!, presot

tinic, the input to the elevation tracking syr;tc-m is swi tchod frorn

tl7c fine,  eyes to the amplified output of the clevation image censor.l;

thure;aftcr the elevation positio p of the in-t age centrals the elevation

trac b.ir,t, systc in,

Duri ng preflight testing 'indc.r conditions simulat ing the bailoon

suspension, the azimuth tracking error.-, bad an r. m. s. value of

Z. 5" and a maxin-lurri value of 7 11 . The elevation error was not

rncaf;urc d accurately because elevation errors are not as impor..

Wit to the data, but it was' not much lamer.	 Turing thc; s ual

flight the tracking was not nearly this good. The nodding oscilla-

tier, oc currud, increasing with solar elevation angle. The averii(,e

elrvaatiun error was abbot X0 11 r. m. s. This error alone is not

serious since the observing slit is vertical, although curved. The

elvwitio n oscillation il,clucecl an oscillation in azirnutli. The

I-nuth null po.>itio n del erided upon the elevation jtio ► ition bcc.au;c- of

irr.perfec•t n y ^wtchinl of the sensors. Therefore when the c-levation

oscillation occur-red, the ai.ixnut,h servo system strove to correct

al non--xis , `•Ilt error. 'T'lze	 2 C%:'lilt ^{	 t	 !^,w^.i, an Os t: z1l C2+.ILin In az imuth

aniouf,t ii g to about 10" r. m. s. This was 27f7;o r e of an annoyance

Z1 ti Y "► ;t,i'Io1?. p r oll l -ni. The cr orrectio-s intr(iduce,d for tlx: o scillr).
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..on wii.l toe d.ocubisct. n the :final -.hapter.

The final stabii&zed image was focused on the front (.,of a two chan-

nel radiometer built cspecialiy If this experiment 4y Philips

Laboratories,, a division of I.-hv N )rth American Philips Co. We

designate the two channels 
of 

the radiometer, which operated

simultaneously, as A and 1,; channel A measured radiation of the

shorter wavelengths, channel B, the longer wavelengths. Two

Slits in the .1front of the radiometer adm"Itted radiation to the two

channels. The slits were separated by the diameter of the solar
I

image so that they Leaked at opposite limbs of the sun at the same

tZme.

The radiometer was constructed within a box 112 x 31 x 34 cm

which was suspended from a pivot near the top of the pac-.ag("

like a lifeboat hanging in davits. The entire radiometer was mc.-wed

to scan the entrance slits across the solar image. This rat-her

complicated procedure was intendeci to insure that radilation frun.

different points on the sun was all treated exactly the same by the

radiometer, i. e. that no spurious limb aarkening would be inzro-

duced by the radiometer. Certain mechanicai probiems obviated

t 8

much of this advantage; these; will be discussed below.
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Thk: 4,01i0tl Of thc.' ri dii meter 	 by ll v., o cam s; near

or t1,(: box. A I` io ,, ion Nvith	 velocity if; flat.

satis;fwc:tc>ri I c.cause t1w pe rtir, es t variable U varies slowly with

polihi{)n near the cet ► tcr of the disk but very rapidly near the limb.

Th(; cnn)s> arc: designed so far as is practicable to produce a can-

stent rate of charge of In u ; a cOnsthnt velocity is maintained for

pt . r^ and u > , 8. A computer generated design for the earns

wa b prc,cluc ed f roni the equation for the velocity; the crams were

7nanufactu y 'cel on a milling; machine with the coordinates calculated

by the computer.

" h(- c;titranc n. alit for channel A, ope;xating at wavelength 's from

3, 1 P to 5211 , was . 0127 cm in width and , 447 cm hi,gb; it was

curved to (:)),form to the it-nage of the; limb, The angular field of

vi ew Nva,s 1 I . 711 x b. 9 1 ; for compar ison, the angular aola r radW3

on the day.of flight was 964. 1'.'.	 The 1 1.7" slit Width, corresponds

tv 0-je, Rayleigh resolution, 1. 22 X/d , at 17P . Choosing a. slit

wider than the resolving; power costs informat i on; choosing a rear

rower slit costs signal without a compens>a.tusg; increase in resolution.

'. h(- -.lit for clam,,{ ; 1, which cgwratc-d -Lt wavvIviIgths fron 80 to

f

IZO ;, , Wz.-; the	 beight, l,cit , 06V4 ci-11 Wide, The k lq;klkl r
i

fi.vl(. . i`,`ri'i 60.2" ill	 to the re..,,olu,(,iov, at 3.7 P . e	 I.

R
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Considerable effort was spent on the proper thermal design of

the slit region of the radiometer. The solar image, neglecting

reflection losses at the three mirrors, contains 109 watts of

radiant power; absorption of any considerable fraction of this

power products serious problems. The slit jaws were made of

sterling silver and were polished ju.-t before flight to reflect as

much power an possible. The front of the radiometer was a

copper plate 3 min trick; the silver slits were in good thermal

contact with the copper plate to dissipate the absorbed ` ;at.

The copper plate was painted black; cooling fins were mounted

on it and on the plate holding the image tracking sensors. A

fan blew cooling air across the fins.

Can the basis of laboratory tests of the effects of the fan at re-

duced pressures, we predicted that the temperature of the .gain.

assembly would be approximately lOaC during the flight. it ac-

tually varied between i$oC and Z4oC as measured by a therrnistor

mounted on the back of the slit assembly.

If the slit width were to change due to thermal effects during a

scan, the resulting change in signal wovild be erroneousiy into;: -

preted as limb darkening. Change in the radiation reaching the

detector from the slit jaws hemselves could introduce similar

?4
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spurious effects. The foriner effect was clintinated by constrvet-

ing the slits froin a sin gle piece of silver rathQr than i.lounting

two jaws on separate supports; the latter was redaced by gold-

plating the back of the slit jaws to reduce their emissivity and

restricting the area seen by the detector.

The fra.rne of the radiometer was a 12. inch aluminum I beam and

a 12 inch aluminum channel for rigidity; they were connected by

several cross members. The I beam ran down the middle of the

radiometer and separated the apparatus of the two channels, as

shown schernatically in Figure 4. Immediately behind the entranco

slits, bath beams are chopped by a reciprocating chopper. A

radion7eter for measuring the far infrared from the sun faces a

severe: problem in rilterlIng out the visible and near infrared; the

0
radiance of the. sun at 50GO A is about 2 x 10 6 times greater than

at 50 
11	 The Czerny chopper provides the first stage of the re-

quired filtering. The boan-i is chopped ten threes per second by a

small crystal, lithium fluoride for channel A and cesium bromide

for channel 13, which is opaque to the desired radiation but tray,;;`..

parent in the visible and near infrared. Therefore this chopper

does not chop the Lnwanted radiation, so thaL this radiation is not

detecLed by the a. c. detection system. Actually the crystal s do

modulate the visibl- by about 14"^ clue to reflections at the two

^-
fE	 rfF.

i, i	 ^xy	 s R	 ^Y	 n'
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:surfaces; this modulation is largel y eliminated by masking 10%

of the slit height when the crystal is not in the beam. The

chopper alone discriminates against radiation shorter than 7 u

in channel A and 60 U in channel B by a factor of about 104).

In channel A the slit is reimaged by a two mirror relay system

with a magnification of two onto the filter. We chose filters us-

ing the selective reflection properties of certain crystals in the

far infrared (reststrahlen bands). because of the location of their

pass bands and because of their very good rejection of unwanted

radiation combined with high transmission in the pass band.

Reststrahlen filters have broad bands, but that is not a drawback

in this experiment. The ratio of transmission at the desired

wavelength to transmission in the visible increases exponentially

with number of reflections; we calculated that four reflections

should give sufficient selectivity.

The chief practical difficulty with a four reflection rerststrahlen

filter is the difficulty of aligning four different optical elements

and maintaining that alignment whileautomatically changing il-

ters. We have devised a filter, shown in Figure 5, which meets

the requirements. The central portion of the filter is machined

from a solid block of aluminum; the crystals are mounted flush

72
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t,,: ,,t aev.-, of tho. blo( 1. and hull it-, place by spri-ng clips which

R1*0 11 1"i shoWii in the fl-(,ll-C.

The converging f/11 beam enters the bloclk through a rnachined

hole and strikes the first crystal at an angle of incidence of 500.

The radiation in the rest:strahlen band and a si-nall amount of the

unwanted radiation is reflected. Thy: bull: of the 1..4nwalited radia-

tion is absorbed by the crystal or is transmitted and absorbed by

a small met.il baffle. The reflected 'reststrahlen radiation is un.-

polarized (for a cubic crystal), but tae unwanted radiation is

strongly polarized because the angle of incidence is near the

Brewster angle.

The radiation reflected from the first crystal strikes the sccond

and third crystals arrange-d as a roof reflector. The slit image

is formed. at the apex of the roof with the long dim.ension perpen-

dicular to the apex line. Irregularitieses in the edges of the crystal

affect only the radiation from the very center of the slit. beight.

Froln the geon etry of this arrangement it is seen that the a and

77 polarization ..ornponents of the radiation are interchancled be-

tween the first and second reflection. Tx e polarization component

faNtored in the first reflection is disr_rinnnated against in the Sec-

DOM

1
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ond. This technique, originally due to Czerny (1923), results

in better rejection of the unwanted radiation than two reflections

at normal incidence.

After two reflections at the roof, the beam is reflected by a

fourth crystal mounted similarly to the first and leaves the filter

in the same direction that it entered it.

The entire filter unit is mounted on a filter wheel with three pairs

of push-pull screws. The filter is sensitive to misalignment.

Because it is located at a focus, rotational misalignment causes

little error in the position of the final image; it can cause vignet-

ting. Translation of the filter causes a translation of the final

image. After the filter wheel is advanced by a stepping mechanism,

a tapered pin engages a slot, locking the filter in position. This

assures repeatably relocating the filter. The fluctuations in'sig-

nal from scan to scan during the flight, which can be attributed to

errors in relocating the filter, averaged only 1. 3%.

The individual crystals may be removed and replaced on the filter

t	 block repeatably. This allows replacing the crystals with plane

mirrors to align the filters.
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A IC	 )!)I i c'ty of th( ! I;	 wit": i.o	 of the indi-

i	 o^ b th f i I tu r ca s v t u us ^u a n cl C.,; i.-; La n t t 0V

r11L.'-;ali (,nnivnt from thermal effects or menhanical shock.

It is easy to use transmission filters in conjunct-ion with the

crystal filters by simply iriounting the tran.-;inission filters on

tho ends of the aluminum block. 
One of the four filters, in fact,

was -a narrow band interferQnce- filtur centered a't 11. 1 U	 On

this filter block, aluminized rnirrors'were used instead of crystalls.

The crystals were 25 n-inz square an6 3. 5 mm thick, boveled on

one side to fit close to the baffle in the middle of the block. The

crystals were oversized for convenience in mounting and handlij--.g.

Because the crystals are located near a focus, they may be quite

sniall and do not need very good surface finish.

Figure 6 tsht.)-,v, the rt-ieasured trantayiititsion of a filter with :Our

crystals of ma gnesiuxi'i ox*.de con-Aparcd to the transmission cal-

culated from the reflectivity of ma...nesiuoi oxide measured by

Madden (1956). The measured transn-iitssion is relative to the

tratisiniss ion wit s~ '.*our n ,!%vly evaporated alri-ninurn mirrors in

Llac:- c of the crys ta l s. 11he rnez-.surcd v l u	 at short wavelengt][1%,*

-e t,,4rded oi-ily as upper bounds or, the transmission;11u lkil (I ti c i

^%^o 40
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they probably represent scattered light in the monochromator.

In addition to the interference filter, channel A used filters with

four crystals of magnesium oxide, sodium fluoride, and sodium

chloride. The interference: filter, manufactured by Infrared In-

dustries, had a peak transmission of 42% at 11. 10 with a full

width at half maximum of .32 U Extra blocking was used on

the short wavelength side of the pass band to eliminate the visible

and near infrared radiation. The wavelength was chosen to co-

incide with the wavelength used by Saiedy and Goody (1959).

Figure ? shows the transmission for the four filters of channel A.

The results for the first three filters represent actual measure-

ments; the transmission for the sodium chloride filter is calcu-

lated from the reflectivity measurements of Mitsuishi, Yamada

and Yoshinaga (1962). For the purposes of this experiment, we

define the effective wavelength X c for a filter by

	

2	 rt)^ X d

	

ho	 (M.1)f	 .
where; TX is the transmission of the filter at wavelength X

and Bx is the radiance of a 50000 blackbody at that wavelength.

The definition is chosen to give the proper mean value to the inde-

pendent variable	 X 2 /u	 Table II lists the effective

i

a	 - yr 	 ^	 r
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'I'lic: filtered radiation is iniak,, eld onto thu detector by an ellip.-

soidal iriirror which dwnagnifies the image by a factor of five;

thc: final, irnage fits in a rectangi c 2. 03 x . 163 nom. The detec-

tor area was 2. D' x 1. 0 mm; an oversized detector was necessi-

tated by a sligla shift in the in-age position during the scan

77

this will be discussed in more detail. below.

The detector was a special far infrared thermopile constructed

by F^erkin-El Tier Corp. Ordinary radiation thermopiles' became

inefficient in the far infrared because of reduced absorption of

the black on the receiver. This particular detector was designed

to be efficient at wavelengths past 100 u at some cost of overall.

sensitivity.. The window was diamond. The responsivity was

approxir:ately 0. 5 volt , /watt for radiation with	 X > ' 70-P The

I se equivalent power was 4 x 10- 10 watts with .125 H1 bandwidth.

l

i

Channel B operates at longer wavelengths than channel A and con-

sequently need's b4tter• rejection of short wa*, clengt:h radiation and

a iarger spectral ba:}dwidt;l. to obtain sufficient signal. We ob-

taine(i the rc gifl s ite ba.nGwi dth by using one reststrahlen reflection;

3
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to obtain the spectral purity we used the method of focal isolation

devised by Rubens and Wood (1911). The index of refraction of

crystal quartz in the visible is about 1. 5; at 100 p it is about 2. 1.

The focal length of a crystal quartz lens in the visible is more than

twice its value at 100 U . Rubens and Wood utilized this fact to

focus the far infrared with a crystal quartz lens while permitting
M

the visible light to diverge. We have used one of the lenses orig-

inally used by Rubens and Wood to isolate the far infrared; it has

a diameter of 8 cm and a focal length of approximately 14 cm at

100 U . For filtering we used, in addition, .2 mm of black poly-

ethylene, which is almost totally opaque at wavelengths shorter

than 3. 5 u , but which transmits about 60% at 100 V . A cesium

bromide chopper further rejects the unwanted radiation. With

this filtering, the amount of si gnal from the sun while observing

through tho: atmosphere from'the ground (so that the far infrared

is absorbed by the atmosphere) is less than the noise of the system.

Laboratory tests indicate that 5-10% of the observed signal during

the flight comes from spectral contamination by shorter wave-

lengths; virtually all of the contamination is at wavelengths of 3-'+

where both quartz and black polyethylene have a small amount of

transmission.



reflect the dusired band of wavulc:,,;t';s Ii'ito the ::oc`4 1, isOliLt on

apj)arc.:. -1 . A rotating niecha:Y:sin interc'h,- n ,-e4 the two crystals

betwec-n scans. Figure 8 shows the transmiss icon of the filters

for channel B. The crystal mirrors are Ync16cle u: pota,ss ium bro-

mide and cesium. bromide;.

The crystal quartz lens has a large amount of spherical abbera-

tion; a fairly large detector is needed to receive all the signal.

We used a Crolay pneurnatic detector with diamond window and

3mm diameter receiver, manufactured by Eppley Laboratories.

The responsi.vity of the detector with 135 volt bias and 2. 5 volt

lamp supply is 4.75 x 1U 3 volts/watt averaged over the spectrum

of a 10000C blackbody. It is expected to be independent of wave-

length. The responsivity is almost independent of bias voltage,

but varies as the 4. 5 power of the lamp supply voltage. The re-

sponsivity is slightly temperature sensitive with a broad peak

about Oo C; it is 1Z% less than the maximum at -ZO oC and +250C.

The noise equivalent power is 5 10- 10 watts independent of the

bias and lamp voltages, with 125 Hz bandwidth.

During the flight the ternperaturp of the Gale y* cell and the lamp

voltage, supplied by nickel-cadre-iium batteries, was recorded.

.Bias voltage of 135 volts was supplied by dry cells.

.1_.
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The detector signals are arr.pii -ic!d by modified Type B preampii-

f ers manufactured by Princeton Applied Research for their HR8

amplifier. The preamps are low noise transformer input ampli-

fiers with nuvistor first amplifier stage; we operate theme from

nickel cadmium batteries in lieu of the normal amplifier power

supply. The Golay cell signal is applied directly to the ,grit; of the

nuvistor rather than coupled through the transformer,

The preamp outputs go to a custom two channel synchronous rec-

tifier amplifier. Figure 9 shows a schematic of the A channel of

the amplifier. The amplification is none by two fdealF.b solid state

operational amplifiers. The gain of the first amplifier may be

changed by changing the negative feedback with a resistor network

controlled by a stepping relay operating in synchronism with the

filter changes. The gain for each filter is adjusted to keep the fina.

output approximately constant.

The synchronous rectification was performed by a DPDT reed

relay. A low impedance demodulator is necessary because of

the low impedance of the recorder galvanometers. The chopper

generates a reference signal in phase with the chopping by rotating

a small blade between a neon bulb and a phototransistor. This

reference signal is amplified and used to drive the demodulating

4
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i
^i't1C? l:C;i1iUC:1:.r.:eci CJ1 t , . IS i Vt;2'itk',{ {: 1 '	 ti	 tICt1'.`CJ2'^: wit'- ttt i4'

c<,nsiant of 1. 0 seconfl. 'I"ric, d. c. currwil oper^Ltes the recorder

galva;:c>meters. FourV.<^.V;^c'.0 .t'r5 w ith C i:.*'e t,;nt ser if' s res;is-

tors  ar c  used {. V p.-ovicle- large dyna nnic, ran ge in ,k vcording.

"^. 
	 il l^o	 Lh.1, , t(: , 	 ii	 1raaC: is è+^

} t ' 	y.	 X^ {. xYr .J	 y^,i 7 ĵ.}v	 4iJr
t	 ^

w'4^. E..i. GL ^.^. {:

Cf, j n 1s	 u ikf . e	 t. :1 s a I 	«a'^a.ai. . M	 •,} i j VA1	 {,^^L^.F :} ^ /rd{A M^.rL ^4211^ I .7L ^ti 4.	 ►"^^al ai„r

:>l .;t l^tl J tl.i- ►..:^.: C; Gv"'. c. w=L'... .. .S 3 ucc bccause of the w cler silt .n

char.nes: 13.

The data were recorded on two Century model. 409 rccorcli .g o..-

cillographs. Each recorder has 12 mirror ^atva.nometers; the

galvanorric:er traces are recorded on a strip of Xoda'k 705 L,-.- a

graph Paper >. 2icra wide, finis is a two color :zr^e recur c; =~.^;

medium; by proper ct"101c e G . .ters i2; ff,'v, nt of ti'lIC' ralva.,ornai.0 A

a. t ra ce can 1Ji' made rQc, blue, O r lack , a c r eat convo :«IC c

when several traces inLcrseck, 	 c: an ,z: s are recd.-6e ? -,n

the calYaiznel A recorder: detector Outputs at four different

tivities, two Lrac B ing ,sr•stonn err > si seals, a rad o::ieter or w. tic^z.

5i 11	 a1—i 1 a  A tern porcit+.re s i gnal The other oscillograpA.

r e-r- t: docb	 OUt7A 4	 B at foul` s ensitivities,

r	 VA



iLA,', the Newtonian seconc-ary rnirror, G(,.'z.y

	

p - ravur.-, radicane	 - t oter p,^si n, anc the outpu t ot an extrae a	 W	 &

tracking sensor aimed at the sun. This last item was to com-

pare the apparent brightness of the sur. at altitude with the same

quantity measured from the ground.

A cam which closes a micraswitch at 16 selected points 
in 

6-he

scanning cycle was attached directly to the cam which moves

the radiometer. This determines the position on the sun to which

t..- data refers at that point. In addition a signal is superposed

on this trace to indicate which filter is in place.

Once each revolution of the cams another switch is actuated whicr

causes the titer in cne channei to change. The filter chan s -g_ C	 cC.

cur when the slit of that channel Is aimed 3Z' from the ce.,14i.*er of

the sun, that is 16' past the lzxra, so that no data are lo8t during

the 10 sec required for the change.

An entire scanning cycle requires four minutes. Starting w-,Ith a

filter change, the cycle is as follows: the slit rapidiy approaches

the image of the limb; as it gets near the limia, it slows down,

crossing the limb very slowly one minute after the cycle starts;

as the slit approaches the center of the image, where	 vases

i
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1
more slowly with posit un, it scans faster, reaching the center of

the image two minutes after the start. of the cycle. At this point

the slit for the other channel is lb' past the limb and the filter in

that channel changes. During the next two minutes the process is

reversed. Each cycle produces two center-to-li,mb curves from

each channel, one as the slit moves fr(An limb to center, the other

as the slit moves from center to limb. Half the time is spent with-

the slit beyonu the limb of the solar image.

There are a large number of tests and calibrations which must be

made before one is ready to commit such an instrument to flight.

Any tests whichh are to be made must be made before flight as

there is no assurance ;;hat tAe equipment will survive the flight at

all, much less remain unchanged in calibrations It may be noted,

however, that in eight flights of this basic package, with six dif-

ferent experiments, not a single optical component has been broken.

Tests and adjustments such as aligning th^ tracking sensors with

the axis of the telescope and setting . the brightness of the recorder

lamps to properly expose the film are ,so obvious as to require no

further mention. Several important tests do deserve closer exam-

ination. Those are all designed to insure that the final deflection

of the t.-ace can tha film is indeed proportional to the radiance of

r	 i

t
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the source and independent of the other variables.

The first requirement is that the detection, amplification, and

recording system be linear. At the signal levels of this experi-

ment, there is no problem with non-linearity in the detectors

themselves, ; tests show they would respond linearly to orders of

magnitude more signal. The outputs of the various arr-.:,.ification

stages are all far below their saturation values and the large nega-

tive feedback combined with the large open loop gain of the opera-

tional amplifiers guards against nonlinearity. The switchabie gain

of the channel A amplifier is further insurance.

The most suspect element is the galvanometers. The linearity of

all the galvanometers which record the center to limb data was

tested by putting precisely Treasured currents through the galvan-

ometers and measuring the deflection of the trace in the film plane.

Non- linearities, although they exist, are so small that they intro-

duce negligible error.

The final linearity test checks the entire system. The telescope

is illuminat%;d with collimated radiation from a blackbody; the ,gal-

vanometer deflection is measured for different temperature settings

and plotted against source radiance. A typical resi ;lt is shown in

r-
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FIgor• 10. Clearly deviations from linearity are not important.

The next factor to be checked is the independence of the sensi-

tivity of the radiometer to position during the scan. This pre-

stinted a serious problem involving the basic mechanical design

of the radiometer. The test was made by fastening an infrared

source to the front of the radiometer and recording the signal as

both source and radiometer moved through a scan. It was observed

that the signal varied with the position of the radiometer in its sciin;

the variations were correlated with thb steepness of the driving cam.

We concluded that there was a mechanical distortion of the radio-

meter frame due to the forces; approximately 100 newtons, exerted

by the driving ca:ms,causing motion of the final image on the detector.

Some optical components were mounted on the I beam; others, on

the cross members. A motion of 5:. 10 la of the image on the

detector could account for the observed variations.

The use of an oversized detector reduced the variation to a barely

tolerable value. The result was a sensitivity which rose smoothly

from . 995 times the mean sensitivity at the limb to 1. 000 at the

center. Can the steeply descending part of the cam the sensitivity

increased to 1.010, decreased to 1. 000 about 5' from the center,

and fell smoothly to . 995 at the limb.
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I o measure to fractional percent accuracy with laboratory sources

is difilcu t; some uncertainties remain in the values given. The

results are consistent with measurements with all four filters in

channel A, although the signal to noise ratio with the NaCl filter

wasn't sufficient to be cert'^in whether the distortion affected that

filter. We estimate the remaining uncertainties due to this cause

to be 1/ 2% .

This difficulty should not appear in channel B, although we cannot

state from the data that it is absent. The optical components for

channel B are mounted in a brass tube which serves as an optical

bench, this tube in turn is mounted only on the I beam. Further-

more, the detector is so large and the image so fuzzy that small

motions of the image on the detector would not be noticeable.

The effect of the tracking deadband is to cause the radiation to

strike a slightly different part of the telescope mirrors and to

enter the radiometer at a slightly different angle. The effect of

these changes on the signal was measured by measuring the sig-

nal at a fixed position on the sun while moving the telescope around

within the deadband. No change was observed in the signal at 11 u

and 18	 Furthermore, there is no evidence in the flight records

for correlation between the signal and swings across the deadband.
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We conclude t)i;%4 errors clue to this source are

The most iinportant and difficult calibration is the determination

of the scanning function, that is, the response of the system to a

point source. This is related to the optical transfer function of

the telescope and the geometry of the slit. The response of the

system to a point source is not a delta function because of the ge-

ometrical width of the slit, the aberrations of the telescope, dif-

fraction, scattering, and the time constant of the amplifier. The

first two are independent of wavelength. Diffraction depends in

a simple manner upon wavelength, both the intensity and the' an-

gular distribution of the scattered radiation may depend upon

A

wavelength in a complicated manner. The effect of the time

constant is negligible in our case.

The scanning function was measured for the three shortest wave -

length filters by illuminating the telescope with collimated radl-

ation from a narrow slit in front of the 10000C blackbody. The

radiometer was scanned across the image of the source and the
j

response measured. The source is not  point, but the effects

of its known width, can be ' simply removed fronn the results. It

is necessary that the source have the same curvature as the. en-

trance slit and that the telescope and collimator be carefully

IMP	 t
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It was -A-Aot possible to measure experimentally the scanning

function -1-7ur the three lon,y est wavelength filters because six0

meters of humid air is opaque at wavelengths in their pass

bands. It is nuee6sary either to extrapolate the measurements

to Ionjer wavolen 1 the or to calculate the scanning function.C,	 1.

It is possible in principle to calculate the scanning function ex-

cept for scattering at the 'mirrors. The diffraction calculation

for the aperture pattern of the telescope is tudiout, but not. diffl -

cult; it is tractable with a large computer. The resul t ss of s u c , h

a calculation at wavelengths where measurement.-, can be made

do not, however, agree with the measurements. This is the

biggest difficulty in th y: 	 producing the la 

est uncertainties in the results.

We have been forced there ore to extrapolate the measurements

at shorter wavelengths to the lon^er waveleagUis. Wo have

assumed that the wavelength dependence of the scannlag iunctioi-.

(x-X	 that is the response of ithe radio-z-,ricter at lJo.s.1-
A

Lion x to radiation of wavelength A frorn a point source who

geometrical image is at x	 may be included by writing

1 -- 7 - 2

.0071;
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in otillor words, we assume that the size of the iniage of a point

objet is proportional to wavelcng th. This a,ssuiription depends

upon the fact that we expect diffraction to be the dominant effect

rather than geometrical aberrations or finite slit width. There-

fore, to obtain the scanning function at long; wavelengths, we

have simply scaled the coordinate of the short wavelength meas-

urements by the ratio of the wavelengths.

For this purpose we have used the measurements with the 18 p

filter. We chose to use the measurements at this wavelength

because they had the highest signal tc noise, their, spectral band-

width more nearly simulated that of the longer wavelength filters,

and the ratio of wavelength to slit width most closely simulates

that of the channel D, filters.

The extrapolated scanning function was used in analyzing the data

from the NaC1, KBr, and CsBr filters. The uno'ertainty in the

scanning function represents the largest uncertainty in this ex-

periment. There is one piece of evidence which gives confidence

in this procedure: the extrapolated scantling function predicts
a

fairly accurately the observed signal when the slit is beyond the

limb of the suit.

4
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The package was Launched from the 'National  Center for Atnios-

pheric Research Scientific Ballooning Station at Palestine:, Texas

(31 047 1 N., 95 042' W.), at 1223 UT on 23 March 1968. The weather

was clear with winds from the north at four knots. Payload weight

at launch was 1075 kg. The balloon, manufactured by Winren Re-,

search, Inc. , was a 2. 96 million cubic foot (83, 000 m 3 ) balloon

of 1.5 mil polyethylene with 650 lb test load tapes on the seams-

It was inflated with 2161 m 3 of helium at STP giving a gross lift of

1967 kg and a free lift of 146 kg above the gross load of 1821 kg.

The package ascended at a nearly uniform rate of 4. 0 m/sec

reaching ceiling of 27. 2 km about 1415 UT. The first automatic

operation, coarse tracking, commenced at 1426. The system was

fully operational with the transfer of the elevation control from the

fine eyes to the image sensors at 1517. Data were taken contin-

uously until 2018 at which time the radio command was given to

terminate the flight. The package descended by parachute landing

in a field near McComb, Mississippi, about 2100 UT. Minor exam-

age was sustained due to dragging of the package by the parachute.

In addition to the data on the center to limb variation of the solar

infrared radiation, which will be discussed in the final chapter,

it is worthwhile to record a few engineering data obtained. There

were three recording thermometers aboard; their records are
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sY,ow:. in Fib u • c: 12. One was:; loca.tod on the floor d roctly und.-j.

tl:r. k^^:c;; ► c c)^C:, t ear the center of the packago; the second was also

on the floor, but near the outside wall; the third was inside the

electronics tank. The temperature in the tank was somewhat

buffered by the addition of twelve half liter water bottles, six of

which were frozen. The tank was thermally insulated. The effectti

of passing through the tropopause, a temperature of -62 0C at 18.6

km altitude, mF.y be seen on both ascent and descent. Tempera-

ture at altitude, with the sun shining on the package, was not

greatly different from ground temperatures.

The output of the sun brightness monitor, a silicon cell identical

wi;.h the coarse eyes, was 25 % greater at altitude than on a clear

day in Palestine a few days before launch. The difference is

attributed to the lack of atmospheric absorption and scattering at

altitude.

Finally, it seems appropriate to close this chapter on instrument-

ation with some remarks on how we would improve the experiment

with the benefit of hindsight. It is inherent in the nature of balloon

experiments that one has little: opportunity to correct his mistakes;

perhaps future; experiments can profit from these observat a,o 7s.
1
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The	 *.ay In. Lhe frequency re6ponse of the tiurvo sybtv:,.-'b. ty

,"I particular the elevatlon crive is too slow to fo"%,low the

of the package. We attempteci to elir.riinate the	 N^eie'vI

* * s I	 '	 he no6d : - 1; s ♦ nevit ao '.eener to as 	 t at t9c,6 ) says

ana aes.811. the servo systenn to counteract it. Hle advocates re-

pacing the worrr, cirive wit  a 'Lorque motor. T,.-*e telescope wou'.,G

then not be aware of the nodding except through bearing A-*.--A*.cL.,o.-.;

the torque motor would be fast enough to eiimInate errors from

this source. Such a system, combined with the present imageI-

tracking system in cross elevation, should provide tracking, ac-

curacy to better than 5" despite gondola motions of several

The radiometer should be iastened rigidly to the telescope: -A.- a t *A-& ^ 'P -

than. 	 to el.Lt.-ct the scan; this would e.iminate the

of mechanica -l' U`I'.:;tortion of the'} radiometer during a scan. T ► C.,

"d be produced by mov i ng the image sesors andnd allowngscan could 	 &	 .1.

the tracking system: to move the image to col ow sensors. --i"he

put to the main azimuth servo system could be the deviation of the

Newtonian secondary fruna it  neutral posillion as a-wasur,^c )y a

pot attached to the servo motor; this would avoid the dlfl'arence I-

direction o 4.	 A.	 I	 ferent parts of' the chief" rays en-.er -: -g the slit 
f
rom d&i ff	 4.

.. I
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thc•	 the problem wl:ic h cavui(,- l u:. to abz^nclo n 	 a s)roacl

i.. i.,' +: :.::,t 1S ace. Gne e*r the in:olsuccd sch-voe th y a^iL; o Lhe

telescc,pe would move to point at the area boinr; observed. Any

off axis aberrations of the optical system would also be avoided

thereby.

Realizing after the fact the importance of an accurate 1<nor.1e:d e

of the scanning function, we would attempt to take the iristrumert

to a vacuum test chamber where the scanning function could be

measured for all the wavelengths. The uncertainties in the scan-

ning function are the limiting factor in the accuracy of the results.

If the absolute intensity is known at one wavelength, it is possible

to deduce the spectrum by measuring only relative: intensities.

The errors are cumulative, however, because everything is tied -

to one point; the farther one goes from the reference wavelength,

the larger the: errors become. This fact limits the usefulness of

the technique, an objection which could be overcome by measuring

absolute intensities. To measure absolute intensities with the

accuracy of l 2% which is required for the results to be useful

is a formidable task, but it would make a significant improvement

in the experiment. An assessment of the amount of water vapor

bets=seen the telescope and the sua would have to be made.

imW



On the purely natr'l:i' ental 31C1e, we believe that the ou crystal

reststrahlen :*iiter combined with a transmission filter of 2mrn

of crystal quartz and . 2 mm of black polyethylene would provide

satisfactory filtering for the long wave filters and would lse easier

to employ than the focal isolation apparatus. The difficulty of

aligning an optical system with radiation one cannot see and can

barely detect electronically is considerable.

:x
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IV. RESULTS A\'D DISCUSSION	
t

The data were obtained in the frorm of analog traces on a paper

strip 9.2 cm wide and 45 m long. The first, and most laborious,

task was to convert the deflections into numerical values. This

was done manually for several scans to obtain a "quick look" at

the data. Because of she large volume of data -- some 20, 000

data points were measured	 we decided to make th y- conversion

process as nearly automatic as possible; a Perkin-Elmer DDR?.

digital recorder was available for this purpose. A mechanical

device was constructed which allowed the operator to set a pair

of crosshairs on the point to be measured; a linear encoder fol-

lowed the motion of the crosshairs. When the operator closed a

foot switch, the recorder punched the position of the Gros: 11 • . i ;• ;

onto paper tape. The resolution of the encoder is . 12 mm, about.

.155o of the maximum deflection. The conversion of the punched

paper tape to useful form proceded in a rather round- about way.

The paper tape was converted to magnetic tape by National Cash

Register Co. ; the magnetic tape was interpreted and edited by

the University of Massachusetts computer which eventually punched

the results onto cards. The cards were then used as input to the

data analysis programs. _j

9
k	 4

I

.	

S
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The analysis of the data from channels A and 13 differed so newhat i
i

brcauz(. of the markedly different sign,^l to noise ratio. The ratio

of signal to r. m. s. noise wa.- -, rcat.er than fifty for all filters in

channel A; each scan gave a well defined center-to-limb curve.

The signal to noise ratio for the data from channel B, on the other

hand, is only about 6, so that the lirnb curve for one scan is very

ill defined. It was necessary to average all the scans from a single

filter of channel B before determining the signal as a function of

distance from the limb.

The record from each scanning cycle of channel A was marked at

125 particular points; 32 of these points were marked by signals

from the drive mechanism at fixed intervals during the scan; the

remaining points were interpolated between these reference marks..

The use of the signals from the drive mechanism to determine the

position of the radiometer in its scan was essential because of

variability in the speed of the paper drive in the recorders.
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oscillated with peak-to-peak amplitude on the order of 50% of the

signal. This oscillation was due to the motion of the image in

azimuth because of stabilization errors. Where these fluctua-

tions occurred, separate points were measured at the maximum

and minimum; the average of these two was taken as the correct

value at that point.

These fluctuations near the limb affected only the determination

of the position of the lamb. The data on relative intensity were

used only from distances from the limb which were great enough

that the tracking errors did not produce noticeable effect.

The limb was defined as that point where the signal dropped to

501'o of its value at the center of the sun. To obtain the central

deflection a zero value, measured when the slit was more than 53

beyond the limb, was subtracted from all the data points. The

cb: atral value was taken to be the average of the six data points

nearest the center of the sun; for all these points U > 0.9	 For

each scan, the point where the signal was fir pt less than 50% was

determined. Then the best straight ling (in the least squares

sense) of signal vs. radiometer position was fitted to this point

t

	

	 and the two points on either side of it the radiometer position

where this lane crossed the 50% level was defined to be the limb.
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Vi t', error intruduced by nc,glQctIn ., limb darkening in detertnin-

ing the limb in this manner is only about 12 u at most; since

this amounts to only a tenth of the width of the slit, it may be

neglected.

Once the position of the limb has been determined, the distance

from the lime is calculated for each of the points. To average

different scans, it is necessary to know the signal at the same

position on the sun for each scan. From the raw data, a three

point Lagrange interpolation was used to determine the signal at

100 selected distances from the limb, 50 for each half of the scan-

ning cycle. The data from all the usable scans were averaged to

produce the uncorrected limb curve for each filter.

The data from each of the 20 scans of each filter were punched

onto the paper tape. Because of operator error or equipment

malfunction, some of the scans had to be discarded. Ten to

fourteen usable double scans (limb to center to limb) were ob-
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the mechanical distortion of the radiometer discussed in the pre-

ceding chapter; the correction varied from +0. 316 to -1.0%.

The center-to-limb scans were then averaged with the limb-to-

center scans. In this average, the distortion correction is less

than 0. 516, so an estimate of +- 0. 5% for the remaining uncertainty

due to the radiometer distortion is conservative.

The average curve is then corrected for the effects of the scan-

ning function. The measured response to a point source when

integrated once yields the output which would be expected if the

sun were uniformly bright. The difference between this value

and the observed value is due to limb darkening. Thus to the ob-

served value, we add a correction equal to 1 - S (:c),where S (x)

is the integral of the scanning function at distance x from the
w

limb, to obtain the limb darkening curve we would expect if there

were no diffraction. The correction is shown in Figure 11.

Points for which the correction applied in this manner exceeds

150 are discarded. This determines how close to the limb we

accept data and consequently the minimum value of u that we

observe. This minimum value of U for each filter, with the cor-

responding equivalent wavelength def'ned by A p 2/U	 is shown

in Table III,	 AI

^^IIAI/Il^w/.i.11 'Iw^R^rr'i^!+M yes

_ .	 2
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Due to the uncertainties in the correction for the scanniii a function,

we as er n to each point an estimated uncertainty which is equal to

.005 plus one third of the correction for the scanning function plus

the probable error due to noise. The systernatic errors are larger

than the random errors; we cannot call this estimated uncertainty

a probable error. It merely represents our best judgment of the

likely errors.

There is one remaining correction to be made to the curve for the

NaCl filter, due to spectral contamination of the desired radiation

with a small amount of visible and near infrared. Observation of

the sun with the NaC1 filter from the ground gave a signal which

was 5. 20/6 of the signal from the center of the sun during the flight.

Since the atmosphere is totally opaque at wavelengths in the pass -

band of the NaCl filter, this signal must represent "leakage" of

visible through the filter. This -leakage is expected to have the

same spectrum as the sun. Therefore we have corrected the limb

darkening curve for the NaC1 filter for this spectral contamination

by subtracting a 'curve which bas nnagnitude . 052 at the center of

the disk and has the same limb darkening parameters as those

given by Alen (1963) for the total solar radiation, namely

V )l1	 =, 1	 8 4V (t- }.P.0 0 	 (IV.1

6

41
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The remainder, radiation in the NaCl reststrahlen band, is re-

normalized to give the center-to-limb curve for the effective

wavelength of 52 Ia.

There is no evidence for significant "leakage" by the other three

filters of channel A. From the nature of the reststrahlen filters,

we expect that the leakage would be almost independent of the

wavelength of the filter; roughly speaking, visible light can't tell

the difference between NaCl and NaF. Therefore the fraction of

the signal coming from leakage is inversely proportional ,to the

signal. All the other filters have at least 10 times the signal from

the NaCl filter, so we expect none should have more than .5% con-

tamination, which would only change the limb darkening by .274, an

error negligible in comparison with the other errors in experiment.

The limb darkening curves for the channel B filters are constructed

in a similar manner with one exception. Because of the low signal

to noise, all the scans from a filter are averaged before determining

the location of the limb. The fluctuations due to tracking errors

and the small amount of long term drift of the tracking system are

not as important as in ► channel A because the spatial resolution is
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The records were sampled at 91 paints per scan rather than 125

as in charnel. A because of the decreased resolution and the

longer time constant of the channel B amplifier.

A total of 41 scans for each filter were averaged. 'No corrections

were made for distortion or spectral contamination. There is no

evidence for any distortion, but laboratory tests indicate the possi-

bility that 5 to 10% of the signal might be due to the short wave-

lengths. This short wavelength radiation could only come from

wavelengths near 41j. The sun at 4p has virtually the same

limb darkening curve as we observe at the longest wavelengths,

so the correction makes essentially no change in the results.

The corrected limb darkening curves for the various filters are

shown in figure 13. The individual points shown are the average

of 20 to 30 measurements for the channel A filters and 41 meas-

urements for the channel B filters. The solid curves shown are

based on a smooth curve fitted to the whole spectrum.

We have a high degree of confidence in the accuracy of the limb

darkening curves from channel A. There is more room for un-

certainty regarding the curves from channel B because of the

lower signal-, to-noise ratio, because of the impossibility of making

w	 y,
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many of the tests to check the constancy of the sensitivity of the

apparatus during a scan, and, most importantly, becaus of the

uncertainty of extrapolating to channel B the scanning function

measurements on channel A. We believe the results to be essen-

tially correct, but cannot absolutely exclude the possibility that

the absolute value of the limb darkening is significantly in error.

The conclusion is clear, however, that there is considerably

more limb darkening at 85 u than at 115 U . There seems to be

no way that this conclusion could be erroneous, and this fact

strongly supports our conclusion that the Bilderberg model in-

correctly predicts the infrared spectrum in this spectral region.

Once the corrected center-to-limb intensity curves have been

constructed for all six filters, the brightness temperature at the

center of the disk must be assigned. For the 11 u filter, we

adopt the value of 5036 ± 300K given by Saiedy and Goody (1959).

The value for each of the successive filters is determined from

the limb darkening curve for the preceding filter as follows: the

relative intensity is converted to absolute intensity by multiply-

ing by the intensity of a blackbody at the temperature of the

central brightness., temperature. Intensities are converted to

brightness temperatures using the Planck function. A weight

which is inversely proportional to the estimated uncertainty is
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as:;: ,i}o. • d to each ljoi nt. A lu.tat squarC:y fit of a Puiy'31onital in It

i s nexui . to all the points, u ng the as s ig cd we ii; its . Thrice

terins are used in describing, the channel A data; only two terms

are used for the less accurate data of channel 13. From this

polynomial approximation the brightness temperature is deter-

mined at u a EXiA1+1 1 2 	 where A i is the effective

wavelength of the .filter in question and a i+1	 is the effective

wavelength of the succeeding filter. This value of the brightness

temperature is assigned to the center of the sun at the next

wavelength.

After tf-e central brightness temperature for each filter has been

determLied, we compute the brightness temperature of each data

point along with the corresponding value of	 X2/p.. The

resulting data O(C)	 represents our basic experimental

result.

In. calculating	 as in a.11.the analysis of the experimental

data, the wavelength of the radiation was assumed to be the effec-

tive wavelength transmitted by the filter, that is, no correction

was made for the rather large spectral bandwidth o4 the filters.

Becaus e of the fairly slow change of solar brightness tempera -

ture with wavelength, no very serious error was introduced by

^.
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this procedure,

Figure 14 shuws the spectrum calculated from the limn darken-

ing measurements of the present work (solid curve) and a repre-

sentative number of data points with their estimated uncertainties,

aorg with the results of a number of investigators. The predic-

tions of the Bilderberg model are also shown (dashed curve),

There have been several ground based studies of the region from

10 to 25 ^i (Saiedy and Goody 1959; Saiedy 1960; Lena 1968, 1969;
s

Kondrat'ev et al. 1955; Koutchmy and Peyturaux 1968). The re-

sults are not a. consistent, but the discrepancies are not much

greater than the estimated errors. The mean of the observations

is probably accurate to ± 1000 ; it agrees well with the BGA.

The spectra in Figure 14 which are deduced from limb darkening

(Saiedy 1960; Lena 1968, 1969; and the present work) have all

been computed in the same manner and are all tied to the po-rit

503 60 at 11. 1 u	 The value given by Kondrat'ev et al at this

wavelength, 52000, is significantly higher. Saiedy and Goody

have used great effort to make an accurate radiumetric measure.

meat, while the result given by Kondrat'ev et al, is a byproduct

of an atmospheric transmission measurement. We believe that

ry

_
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the va!ue 5036 is morL- rvlaa'.,le.

Tice; present work and the nieasu: cmt; -.4s by &C'na bath agree

with the limb clarker. r c- measurements of Saiedy, tho,,e results

only extend to u w 0. 4. At smaller u	our measurements

and 1,ena's disagree in that his show a dip near u .. 0. 3 which

is not apparel&t i:i the balloon data. His results should be i7-tore

reliable since he used a larger telescope, the 150 cm VlcN,xath

solar telescope at Kitt Peak, and longer observing time and had

no tracking problems. The advantage of a balloon telescope,

freedom from atmospheric absorption, is not important at 1 I U

We conclude that it is probable that at wavelengths greater than

20 0	 our results are too high by about 100 0'. The absolute

intensity measurement by Koutchmy and Peyturaux at 20 :3 u

yields an even lower temperature.

j
	

The Bilderberg model, them, appears to be quite accurate to

I

	

	 wavelengths of 30 u	 .Beyond this point, there is greater Am,

biguity. The eclipse limb darkening measurements of Noyes,

Beckers, and Low (1968) imply that the slope of the spectrum

dO/dX near X = 60P	 is nearly zero, although slightly

negative, which is entirely consistent with our results. Beer

(1966) gives only a power law for the intenss ity from 10 U to 70
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° 7 5 based on his balloon :'light clata. Taken literally,

this would imply a slope in the spectrum dO/da ' I0°/u

near 50 U •

A group from Meudon Observatory (Gay et al, 1968) also meal-

used the absolute brightness from a balloon at wavelengths of

50 to 200 U . Their results at all wavelengths are higher than

our results, but if reduced by a constant factor, their shape is

consistent with our spectrum, and also agrees with results men-

tioned above near the short wavelength and of their spectral

region and with the resultm :3f Eddy, Lena, and MacQueen (1968) 

at the long wavelengths,

The only other results available in the 100-200 U region are the

results described in this paper and the absolute intensity meas-

urements of Eddy, Lin&, and MacQueen made from the NABS.

Convair 990 aircraft. Their results imply a temperature mini-

mum higher in the atmosphere than the Bilderberg model, with

a lower value of the temperature. Our results at the longest

wavelengths are lower still, but are consistent within the est..

mated errors of the two experiments.

Recent rocket measurements of the ultraviolet continuum by
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N. rkinso., and Rc-aves (Gingerich 1969) have resulted in an ultra- 	 P

violet brightness temperature minis-num of about 43CO n in contra-

diction to the .earlier rocket work. Since the 13CA relied heavily

nn the UV measurements in determining the toniperature mini.y

mum, the work of Parkinson and Reaves casts serious doubt on

the validity of the BCA,

Gingerich (1969) has constructed a new modal incorporating the

work of Parkinson and Reaves and the infrared-measurements of

Eddy, Lena, and Ma.cQueen. This model is characterized by a

minimum at a lower temperature, 42540 , than the BCA, but which

occurs higher in the chromosphere.

The predictions of the Gingerich model di°fer from those of the

BCA primarily in the region covered by our channel B filters.

Our results favor the Gingerich model, over the Bilderber;g. It

should be noted that Gingerich himself wa s one of the principal

authors of the BCA.

It is interesting to note the rapidity with which ideas about the

solar temperature minimum have evolved in the past few years,

At the tits,-c the present experiment was first proposed (1966), it

was thought that the minimum in the solar infrared brightness
t mw

`'- 
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temperature would occur near 15 u (de Jager 1964; Noyes 19x6),

At the time of the balloon flight (March 1968), the Bilderberg

model was believed to be correct, implying that the minimum

occurred near 100)i , At the present writing (April 1969), there

is some evidence that it may occur as far out as 300 u .

We now proceed to construct an a ripir cal model of the lower

c hromosphere based almost entirely on the limb darkening meas.

j

	

	 urements reported here. We do not represent this as the best

model which ca .,% be constructed with all the available data and the

best current theoretical understanding of this region; the construc-

tion of such a model is beyond the scope of this paper. The model

we construct merely best reproduces the measured infrared limb

darkening.

We make thR assumptions discussed in Chapter 11, namely; the

electron temperature is s function only of height in the chromo_

sphere; the :far infrared source function is the Planck function of

the local electron temperature; the only source of opacity is free-

free transitions of negative hydrogen, with opacity proportional to

X 2 .	When it follows that they brightness temperature

E) o (&)	 corrected for the departures from the Rayloigh-Jeans

law is ,just the Laplace trzi.wi' rorm of the electron temperature: as

i
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a fuiic•tioii of roterc:ncv optical depth.

To determine the chromospheric temperatures f'ron-i the obser.

vations of the brightness temperature we must fit the brightness

temperature with a function whose inverse Laplace transform

we may obtain analytically or numerically (White 1968) or,

alternatively, to start from some as sunied function T ( To )

and calculate 0 o (4) subsequently adjusting the assumes:

T ( To ) to obtain a good fit of the .observations ,

The first procedure is notoriously unstable (Twomey 1965) in

the sense that the mathe3mutical fitting procedures may produce

unphysical results such as negative ternperaturas, Our final

procedure was somewhere between the two e'xtrernex. We first

attempted to fit the data E)(4)  with a polynomie l in

V&	
soft	 (IV, 2)

,	 ^Ro
The corresponding chromospheric temperature distribution

T ( T o) is-

r	 (IV, 3)

It was not pocsible; to final a polynomial approximation which

satisfactorily represented all the data. The reason for this i

cleat's the range: of values of I/	 is so larger that the coefficients

4a
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of the polynomial are determined almost entirely by the values

of 0 o at short wavelengths, The long wavelength data, where

Do varies rapidly witl;. 1/ 4 cannot be fitted with the polynomial.

Thus we were led to divide the data into two overlapping ranges:

11-80u and 50-180u ,	 We then fitted separate poly-

nomials in I/	 to 0(g) over these two ranges, It Was possible

to obtain a good fit of the data points which gave physically accept..

able temperature distributions T (To ) in the two ranges of

which contribute most to the spectrum in the corresponding

spectral ranges, From the polynomial approximation for the

first range. the correction for the failure of the Rayleigh-Jeans

law

► C	 '	 +	 4

described in the second chapter was applied, This correction was

very small . at most 120 .. and was not applied except to the

data from the 1114 filter. The polynomial approximation was

then corrected for this change,

The two polynomial approximations to T (To ) did not agree in the

region of overlap. This is not surprising since the fitting proce-

dure can vary the temperature distributions radically near the

i
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enc;s of the range to got the best, fit over the rx'iajor portion of the

range. We fitted the two distributions togethc r with a simple

function which we adjusted to give the best spectrum, in the

50-100 U region. The function which best: reprodticed the ob-

served spectrum over the entire range of data was

T(,c,)	 51 85" K	 'To, r' © 1 p^	 (IV, 54)

T (T.) :^ 4 G25.5 * 1,6 65 5 X1 03 Oro -- t.4654 K ' 0'7 To

-14.264 Albo T,6 — .^^r5x1o9 #r,,4 t9.*^Z'J A I0i C66	 (IV. 5b)

. a t > T.	 .QOA 21

T ('f )'	 X06	 10 1*51ja	
++^ 	

(IV. 5c)
.0002 1 ! TO '000065

T(To )	 4500 1500403'.To	 (IV, 5d)

,00o0M7'r'M >i ,0400 215

Equation 1V. 5a represents a boundary condition on the model; it

should not be taken to mean we believe the solar atmosphere to

be isothermal below T o a 10- 2 . Our data supply very little in..

formation on that region, and we could have equally well taken a

more realistic appp roxi. ma.tion for that region without seriously

affecting the model at higher levels. Equatin'li IV. 5b and o repre.

sent the polynomials fitted to the data in the short and long wave-

leiigth regions respectively, equations IV. 5 c and d repre bent , the



transit'on region. This temperature distribution is shown in

Figur4 15.

In determining the spectrum 0 0 ( g ) from the temperature

distribution T(T O ) 	 to check the accuracy of the representa-

tion, a five term Gaussian qua,drature was employed as described

by Chandrasekhar (1960). The integral

e
is approximated by the sung

(X	
(11 V. 7)

where the x, are the across of the fifth Laguerre polynomial

and the a  are the corresponding Christoffel numbers, given

by Chaendraockhar.

Figure 16 shows the measured values of 0 o (4) with the results

of the curve fitting,

The range of the chromosphere over which this approximation

may be expected to apply must be determined, It does not hold

where T Q max `1,<1	 because the opacity and hence emir.

sivity of these region* is so low that they do not appreciably affect

the longest wavelength radiation we observe; on the ether hand,

113
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racliatl( r, frown regions where 't' o Cm1n'^1	 als,o is not ob-

served ;;hire at even thr shortest wavelengths we observe, it

is almost all absorbod by the overlyir.^ layers. Since

^+^n = I "	
^ ti^td	 max	 '32. 500 R

we niay expect our ternperature distribution T ( T o ) to apply

over the range

le 
6 -2 <	 too* k Iza
	

1 -

The quantity T ( Q ) does not, of course, completely describe

a. model. We must: specify also the ether physical quantities such

as density, pressure, composition, and electron pressures as a

function of height or of optical depth. The variation of the other

quantities must be deduced from T ( T o ) with the aid of physical

laws, other experimental data, or assumptions.

Normally, in constructing a model, one starts at T = 0 with the

i

boundary conditions 11 w p = p and works inward. Our model

does not extend to T o a, so we must decide on appropriate bound-

ary conditions. The pressure at 1 o	 depends upon the struc-

ture of the atmosphere above that point, about- which our data give

no information. I'or lack of any better assure-Option, wc; assume

that tlio pressure loo at 1 o	 is given correctly by the
mi. n

Bild(-rborg inodel.
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We assume, in common with other models of the low chromo.

sphere, a homogeneous layer in hydrostatic equilibrium. We

assume a composition of hydrogen and helium in the ratio 10;1

by number plus a fraction of heavier elements which is negligible

in computing the pressure and density, but which serves as a

sources of electrons. Most of the free electrons come from the

ionisation of the small fraction of metals; sodium, for example,

is more than 99. 9% ionised throughout this region.

Since the infrared free.frae opacity is proportional to the number

density of free electrons as well as the number density of neutral

hydrogen atoms, we must know the electron density to calculate

T o •	 We cannot determine the electron density directly from

our far infrared data. We have three alternatives: a) assume a

composition fo ! the atmosphere including the abundances of metals,

and calculate the ionization equilibrium from Saha's equation,

or, better yet, by non-LTE methods; b) use experimental data

such as the eclipse meas irements of scattering near X470OA;

or c) extract the electron density from some, other model.

The first alternative requires essentially a complete solution of

the chromospheric problem, which is beyond the scoj,e of this

raper. The ,iecond is inai...urate because of difficulties in fixing,

f
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the height scale and because of uther f;ources of emission at

	

}'j^^l	 such as cFnnission from negative hydrogen

ions or the Paschen continuum. 'Therefore we have adulated

the third alternative: we assume that the electron density cor-

responding to a given hydrogen density is the same as in the

BCA. This should be fairly accurate at depths z o >5x10"6U`z

where our temperature distribution does not differ greatly from

the BC:.A. Moderately large errors may be expected in the

vicinity of T o	 2x10"111-2.

With those assuWaptions, we may complete they model.. Starting

with P and Tat To ,	 , we compute the number density of 4
min

hydrogen from the ideal gas law and the assumed composition:

Nc 

From the number density of hydrogen, we determine the electron

number density from the BC;.A. Using the value of the free-free

opacity given by John (1966). which we approximate to an accur-

acy of 1014 by

8,4(	 ^, - 4 
a Cl M e	

- ^ 5

	

fC	 Gm (IV-9)

we calculate dT Q /da	 from

(IV.i
'1'he pressures gradient is given by the hydrostatic balance equation



i t

and	 ,	 r z..:4 t r „" ♦
ar :v	 arG ire '^ .r r ^r,e-r .»

a. r;

tha t

---	 - ---^^	 Y • 2 }

q'ra 	 18,4 -f2 x, 10' 24 nc kT`6

We niay now integrate this system numerically to obtain P. tijj,

Ne '. P, and z (measured from the starting point) over the range

04	 for which T (r o ) is applicable.

The customary independent variable used ir. describing moo els

is T 5 	the optical depth at a 5000 X rather than height be-

cause of the arbitrariness in determining the origin of the height

scale. For comparison of our model with others, we have com-

puted z 5 . We have arbitrarily fixed our height scale in addi-

tion so that it agrees with the BCA at T s _ 0^s	 In computing

0
the opacity at X5000 A- 	 we used the polynomial approximation

given by Gingerich ( 1961)•

Tables V and VI give the values of the various physical quantities

at different levels in the chromosphere in this model, Table VII

compares the properties of this model with the Bilderberg Con-

tinuum Atmosphere.

The details of this model must not be taken too seriously. It is
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ba ed on only one scat of obtiervations over a ':z .itt-e. ra:-q t..

F urtht-. •irivri^., the prucusa of inverting the obi:ervatin:ls to ub-

tai ► the tempe rature profile is, as mentioned above, unstable

in that small changes in the observed quantities can introduce

large differences in the model. In addition, the cor - putation of

the complete model from the temperature profile is very un-

sophisticated and relies on some imperfect assumptions, par-

ticuiarly with regard to the electron density.

Nevertheless, we be: eve the divergence between this model and

the H A at the upper levels is real and that this model indicates

the direction in which the BCA must be modified `o fit the real

sun, that is, a fairly steep drop in temperature near T s o 10

above an almost isothermal region with T 4600 ©, followed by

a cooler, higher region.

The results reported here decrease in reliability as they proceed

further fro a the direct observations. We believe that the limb

darkening curves are reliable, especially from the channel A

filters. The spectrum coputpel from these curves is less re-

liable because of the cumulative effect on the errors of attaching

the start of on e curve on the end of the preceding one. The term-

peratt re vs. optical depth curve is still less reliable because of
s
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010 n athema.tical difficulties of the inversion process. Finally

the complete model is still,less reliable in its details because

of the inaccuracy of the assumptions.

The quantitative conclusions of O-iis work are primarily included

in the appended tables and graphs; qualitatively the principal

conclusions arc that the 46000 minimum of the BCA represents

a plateau rather than a true minimum and that the true minimum

temperature is a lower value which occurs higher -in the chromo-

sphere.

Clearly there is still significant uncertainty in the solar far infra-

red spectrum, especially at wavelengths greater than 100 u , and

consequently there is still significant uncertainty in the tempera-

ture structure of the lower chromosphere.

In addition, variation of the chromospheric temperature structure:

with they solar cycle has not been investigated at all. Practically

all the infrared measurements have been made: within the bast

three years and so represent conditions near the maximun-i solar

activity. Another decade's observations are needed to answer

this problem.

V
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A related pro'41em is the infrared radiation frown active features.

How do 6unspots and flares, for era--nple, affect the infrared

spc (A ruin, It it; potis .ble: that the daua from this balloon fligl;L

will give soiije results a.buut active: featurQs when tljc: scans are

analysed individually and scans where the slit crossed an active

feat-..re c.oz-npared with scans where it did not. No active feature ,

are apparent in the averaged scans. This experix-nen!; was not

designed to observe such smali regions of the sun as a single sun-

spot, so it is not surprising that none were sec;n,

The promising directions for future: work of this nature seem to

be in increa -s ing the absolute accuracy, going to longer wavelengths,

using higher spatial resolution to observe active features and inves,

tigat• c the assumption of spherical s •trnmetry, and observing; long;

terra variations in the spectrum.

i
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TA131.,L I

C.c>11 p,urisoil of frui.— frev ub,4(j ption cou ficiOlt K ('1") (clrfined
by c quation 11. 7) i11 U14 Ito of x111 ` . clync.' 1 -mdcr'oil	 as calculated
by varlous investigatorm.

171

63000.	 42000K

0. 555x10" 7 r	0. 693x10 ` 7

3. 31	 3. 11

6.98	 17. 19

4.46	 6. 50

5.06	 7. 11

5. 05	 7. 58

5.00	 7. 12

Menzel and Pelceri s (1935)

Wliveler and Wildt (1942,)

Chmidra r-ek1ja r and B real (1946)

Can ara g ild Ohmura (1960)

Gclurain (19:6)

John (1964)

John 0 966)
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1ABLE II

Effective wavelengths of the filters uned in observing the scalar
far infrared limb darkening, defined by equation I' I. 1.

Filter	 _ _ X°__Via_--- ( FWfB4)

Interferenc:c 11. 1 .32

Magnesium Oxide 18 9

Sodium Fluoride 31 7

Sodium Chloride 52 15

Potassium Bromide 85 20

Cesium Bromide 115 45
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TABLE III

EffectIve wavelongth range spannod by filteru

Filter
min /)Ĵmin

Interference 169 27

mgo 18 .169 44

Nab' 31 .290 58

NaCl 52 306 94

KB 85 .377 138

C,* sB r 115 .427 176

I a

f
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TABLE IV

IThe A'ar infrared limb darkening and the spec ruoi cleclucvc*,i
it. For each filter the following coluiii ►^,is art! givt,,,,,:

P :	 cosine of zenith, angle on sun.

A	 AV	 equivalent wavelength at center of disk
equ..	

xO/VU- .

solar radiance. at' urelative to value 'n

center of disk.

AB:	 estimated uncertainty in preceding column clue

to ooth random and systematic errors .

0:	 brightness temperature of sun at X anti

equal to the brightness temperature at center
of disk at wavelength X equiv ,

AU:	 estimated uncertainty in Si , inciuding both
uncertainty in ()( ,p = 1)	 and
in B 

x 
(°p )/B 

x 
(1) .

i,Aerference Filter

e o ui v
B 

x (
-P )/B X (1) AB 0 L

1. 000 5036 :30 

- 990 i 1. 1 1.0017 005u" 5044 -) 5
.972 11.2 1. 000'; .0050 5039 55
.905 11.7 .9963 .0050 50 1 9 55
. 853 12. J . 9935 .0050 5007 55
.787 12.5 .9915 .0050 4998 ^5
,701 13. 3 9890 .0050 4986 Fj

.049 13. 9 .9660. . 0050 4 9

. 588 14. .9816 . 0050 495-;

. -)32 th. 2 9795 .0054

. 500 15. 7 .9770 .0058 41)34 (,0

.465 1 6.3 976i 0063 4 93 0

.427 17.0 .9731 0071 4 9 16

06 17.4 9722 .0076 491 J-r

384 17.9 .9701 .0082 4 9 ,

360 18. 5 Y 9694 .0090 4 (10
334 19.2 .9677, .0101 48.9



TABLE IV (cow0d)

Interference r, itter

11 vqu1v X G WS (1) AR 6
.106	 20.1 .9679 .0119 4892 84
.7.09 20.6 .9678 .0130 4892
.274 21.2 .9671 .0145 4890 95
257 21.9 .9630 .0165 4871 105

.238 22.7 .9593 .0196 4852 120

.217 23.8 .9504 .0252 4816 14519f" 25.2 .9406 .0362 4773 195

.169 27.0 .9455 .0554 4794 285

Magnesium Oxide Filter

equiv B	 (), )/BA

1.000 18.0 701 4905
.972 18.2 1.0018 .0050 4913 95
.905 18.9 .9975 .0050 4896 95
.853 19.5 .9966 .0050 4890 95
.787 20.3 .9942 .0050 4878 95
.701 21.5 .9900 .0050 4860 95
.568 23.5 .9845 .0050 4835 95
.537. 24.7 .9848 .0058 4836 100
.500 25.4 .9835 .0063 4830 102
. 4 65 26.4 .9781 .0074 4806 105
.427 27.6 .9808 .0089 4818 110
.406 28.3 .9806 .0098 4817 115
.384 29.0 .9810 .0109 4819 120
.360 30.0 .9796 .0122 4812 125
.314 31.1 .9777 .0141 4804 135
.306 32.5 .9786 .0163 4807 145

33.5 .9772 .0177 4802 150
2'i4 34.4 .9727 .0196 4781 160

.7,57 35, 5 .9713 .0221 4775 170

.238 36.9 .9621 0259 4733 190

.217 38.6 9479 .0316 4669 215

.195 40.8 .9283 .0415 4536 260*

.169 43.8 .9346 .0577 4609 335



Sodium Fluoride Fitter

126

U
Aequiv $ { u 31^^ 4i dB S d3

1.000 31.1 1 .. 4806 135
.972 31.4 1.0011 .0050 4810 160
., 905 32.6 .9966 . 0050 4788 160
.853 33.6 .9923 .0050 4771 160
.787 3510 . 9890 10450 4757 160
.701 37. 1 .9860 .0050 4742 160
. 588 40..5 .9787 .0050 4709 160
,532 42.5 .9788 .0063 4709 165
.500 43.7 .9794 .0076 4713 170
.465 45.3 .9819 .0095 4723 180
.427 47.3 .9834 .0124 4729 190
.406 48.4 .9840 , 01 ,4..3 4732 200
.384 49.8 .9866 .0 167 4745 210
.360 51 .4 . 9912 . Ud02 4766 225
.334 5 3. 5 .9975 .0252 4797 250
. 3o6 55). 8 110069 . 0326 4838 285
.290 57. 5 1.0004 .0375 4807 31 0

Sodium Chloride Filter

' equiv B A 6U 3/8 1 1 1 AB 0 QO

1.000 521) 1 w 1w 4720 225
.972 52.7 .99814 .0350 4712 250
.903 54,0' .9996 . 0050 4718 250
.853 56. 3 . 9997 .0057 4718 250
.787 58. 6

R

.91194 p,8 4717 255
.701 62.1 .9975 85 4708 265
.649 64.5 1.001Z 101 472 ► 275
.588 67.8 . 9992 124 4716 280
.532 71.3 .9976 150 47`08 235
.500 73.5 1.0030 167 4734 300
.465 76.2 . 9915 ' 90 468 i 31
.427 79. 6 .9871 Z23 4 66 1 325
.406 81.6 .9862 249 46510 340
.384 83.9 .9861 283 4656 355
. 360 86.7 .9886 3Z9 4667 375
.334 90.0 .9891 395 4670 405
.306 94.0 . 9989 494 4716 450

a
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PotaRaium Bromide Filter

equiv ^, U f1s^ {	 } h13

1 .00 as 1.0050 10281 46 450
1 .00 85 .9877 .0300 4530 460
1 . 00 85 .9981 .0374.) 4576 475	 .
1.00 85 .9545 .0366 4380 470
1.00 85 .9634 .0372 4420 470
1.00 85 1,0240 . C404 4693 485
1.00 85 .9974 .0393 4573 480
.99 E6 1./0200 .0401 4675 485
.98 86 1 .0422 .0378 4775 475
. 95 8"t 1.0; 79 .0394 4666 480
.94 88 1.01 6 .0354 4637 460
.91 89 1,0148 .0343 461K 17 455
.86 92 1,0168 .0402 4661 485
.80 95 .9955 . 0356 4565 460
.72 1 00 .9687 .0406 4444 485
.68 103 .9594 .0406 4402 485
.62 108 . 9250 .0464 4247 500
' 58 111 .9240 10513 4243 520
.54 116 .9528 10519 4373 520
.50 121 .9269 10528 4256 525
•47 124 .8926 .0550 4102 525
.44 128 . 9304 .0649 4272 580
.40 134 .9076. .0814 4169 640
.38 138 .8766 . 0869 4030 65+0

Cesium Bromide Filter
A equ l v 13 X t W 3 f B A (l) b8 110

1.00 515115 .9748 .0282 4120
1100 115 .9732 .0286 4113 515
1.00 115 . 991 0 10299 4188 525
1.00 115 1.0195 .0303 4306 525
1.00 115 1, 0045 10290 4244 5Z0'
1.00 115 .9958 . 02 38 4ZC8 500
1.00 115 1. 0?.I L i 0334 4313 535
.9111 116 1 . 00tiu 0? 37 42.18 535
.98 116 1.0099 .0314 4266 530

r	 . 97

i

117 1.0064 .0283 4Z51 51 r. -
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TABLE IV (cant'd)

Cesium Bromide Filter

B, (u)/B, (1)	 AT	 o	 del

.95 118 1.0466 . C352 4419 545

.94 118 1,0034 .0297 4239 525

.91 120 1.0256 .0261 4332 510

.87 123 .9843 .0340 4160 54U

.81 128 1.01,18 .0310 4274 530

.68 140 .9780 .0424 4133 575

. 62 146 .9521 .0360 4026 550

.59 150 .9760 .0474 4125 590

.54 156 .8854 .0495 3748 600

.50 163 .9278 .0587 3924 640

.47 167 .9497 ..0649 4016 665

.44 172 .9824 .0725 4152 700

.43 175 .9084 .0750 3844 700



"I'A B L V

Model of lower chromosphere based on fer infrared Iiii-ib
darkening; measuremoiits.

TAU 0	 reference optical depth, 
T x 

/X2.

TEIMP	 electron teraperature

CGS GAS PRESSURE r total pressure in dynes /cm

ELECTRON PRESSURE	 ele.etron pressure in dynes/cm2.

HEIGHT	 height in km above arbitrary reference level,
adjusted to agree with BCA at 	 -rs ::10-2.

I

TAU 5	 optical depth	 X5000L
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ELECTRON HET CNT
PRESSURE	 (KM)

TAU - O

•000010
•000013
•000016
.000020
.000025
•000032
.000040
.000050
.000063
• 000079
•000100
.000126
•000158
.000200
.000251
•000316
.000398
•000501
-000631
.000794
•002000
•001259
.001585
.001995
.002512
•00316?
•003981
.005012
-006310
.007943
•010000

TEMP

3977-
3972-
3968o
3964-
4000.
/:150.
4300•
4450•
460 0 *
4611•
4622.
4633•
4644•
4655•
4686o
4 63 6
4689.
4705•
4724•
4745.
4777•
4812.
48 53-
4902•
4956*
5016•
5079•
5138•
5186•
5210•
5185•

C GS GAS
PRESSURE

6. 198E+02
9.044E+-02
1.218E+03
I- 565E+03
1 .9 50E+03
2.383E,+03
2-872E+03
3.42 7E+03
4.0S7E•i-03
4.765E+03
5.554E+03
6.435E+03
7.418E+03
8. 515E+03
9.743E+03
1.• 1 I I E+04
1.264E+04
1.435E+04
1- 625E+04
1.838E+04
2.076E+04
2.341E+04
2.638E+04
2.9 69E+04
3.33 6E+04
3.744E+04
4.193E-04
4. 6,83c+04
5.213E+04
5. 777E+04
6.365E+04

7.410E-02
8.465E-02
9. 642E-02
1.095E-01
I * 247E-0 I
1.432E-01
I. 640E-01
1 •8 74E-02
2.139E-01
2.422E-01
2. 739E-01
3.09 7E-01
3.500E-01
3.955E-01
4.472E-01
5.052E-01
5. 708 E- 01
6.450E-OI
7.292E-01
8.250E-01
9.342E- 01

1.060E+00

1.204E+0C
1.373E+00
1 . 5 72E+00
I.81OE+00
2.098E+00
2.454E+00
2.904E+00
3.48 6E+00
4-272E+00

605.8
569.5
541.0
517- 0-

496-3
476.8
457.9
439.4
421-2
403.5
386-6
370.4
354.6
339.3
324.3
309.5
295. 1
261.0
267.0
253- 1
239.2
225-5
211.7
196.0
184.3
170.6
157.0
143'•5
130-3
Li 7.6.
105-6

TA . 5
4

• 00 0 1 99
. 0002 68
•000355
.00tl/405
*000603
. 006, 7 0i^

•OU1137
.00 1. 3  6151
• 0 J 1
.001952
• 002363
-002877
• 003518
•004310
-005300
.006546
.0 08105
• 01 CC-44
• 0124 5G
• 01 542 4
•0190-'9
•	 ^...l .:ti t

029 0,: 5
-035776

3 v'j f'{ 4

0 6 yr 4 te e, ;l

.08r)14:

.0917
• 1 20. 7



TABLE VI

Model. of lower chromosphorc;.

TAU 0	 --	 reference optical depth.

MASS ll2 1 a?'1'Y	 --	 density in gin/cn•,3.
0

F,LEC7'RO'N I)E'NSI'I Y - number of free electrons per cm3.

HYD1tOGE4 N DENSITY = nuiz.ber ofneutral hydrogen atoms
per cm3.

OPACITY	 r K1 (T)p en11 M 
KXp/X2.
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TAU 0
	

MASS
	

EL'rav TR jN
	

HYDRO GEN
	

OPACITY

	

DENSITY
	

DENSITY
	

DEINSITY

•000010
- 0(.0013
-000016
000020
-000025
.000032
-000040
-000050
000063

-000079
•000100
•000126
-000158
.000200
•000251
•000316
-000398
000501
•000631
•000794
•001000
-001259
-001515
.001995
-002512
-003162
-003981
•005012
-006310
*007943
010000

2.399E'- 09
3.505E-09
4. 726E-09
6.0 78 E - 0 ^i
7. 504E-09
8.838E-09
1-028E-C8
1 • 13664,-08
1 •3 58 E- 08
1 • 39 1 r'- 08
I. 65GE-03
2.138y,.-08
2.4 59 E- 09
2.81 61a-08
3.201E-08
3.65 1 E-08
4. 150F:-08
4. 694E-08
5.295:;-08
5.958:.-08

7.49 C ;'- 68
8.367`:-OAS
9.323':-08
-036 -07

1-149-7-07
1.271--07
1-403,-07
1.547E-07
1.70 7E-0 7
1.890E-07

I. 3 50F4 1 I
1. 544 E -► 11

1.760E+11
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4.842E+11
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6.155E+11
6. 913E+I1
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9.931E+11
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1.259E+12
1.41 7E+12
I. 595E+12
1. 798E. +12
2• 029E+12
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4.847E+12
5.969E+I2
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2,•022c:+15
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5.806,E+15
66805E+15
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9.147E+15
1 •052E+1 6
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6-002E+16
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8.084E+x

a+617E-13
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2.1 :9- 1"

4.96 F- 1 r.

1.073 -1- 1I
t r) t< # I

3 .a - t *

• f5': 7E- 11
?.x3 F- I I
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TABLE I'l

5ular far infrared spectrum coi-.iputeci from new model of lower
chromosphere compared with the observations.

wavelength in microns.

solar brightness temperature deduced
from limb darkening measurements

0 C	= solar brightness temperature computed
from the model

10 5058 5072
15 4965 4984
20 4890 4893
25 4824 4825
30 4776 4783
35 4742 4756
40 4717 4714
45 4700 4694
50 4687 4677
55 4687 4664
60 4687 4653
65 4687 4643
70 4687 4591
75 4687 4543
80 4687 4499
85 4635 4444
90 4564 4402
95 4492 4363

100 4424 4326
110 4308 4286
120 4218 4284
130 4152 4280
140 4104 4279
150 4070 4276
160 4044 4243
170 4026 4212
180 4013 4183
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FIGURES



FIGURE 1

The variation of the opacity coefficient
with temperature, according to the results

of John (,1966).
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FIGURE 2

The balloon borne ,nstrument, shown without
housing; or batteries.
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FIGURE 3

Optical diagram of the Newtonian telescope.
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FIGURE 4

Optical cli.agrarn of far infrared filter radiometer.
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The four crystal reststrahlen filter.
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FIGURE, 6

Mic:asured tr^^r,s;^:;.:^s',)n of the reststrahlen
filter with four ma g nesium oxide crystals
(solid curve) compared with the calculat,,;d
transi-nission (clashed curve) based on the
nicasurements of Madden (1.956).
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FIGURE 7

Transmission  of the filters used in channel A
of the far infrared filter radiometer.
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Tran.,r ► isblon of the fiitors used in channel B
of the far	 filtcr radiorreter.
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FIGURE 9

Schematic diagram of variable gain synchronous
rectifier amplifier.
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FIGURE' 10

Test of linearity of system response.
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FIGURE I 

Correction applied to the data for the effects
of the scanning function, based on measure-
ments at 18,^
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FIGURE 12

Variation of tcmYerature at various points
in the instrument during, flight

near central stem;

- - - - - -	 near outside wall ;

-- - --- -	 inside electronics rank.
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FICITL hE 13

The liiiib darkening is the far infrared.
Circles represcut average of data fro.n
ZC- 40 scans. Solid lines are results of
fitting a smooth speccrurn to all the data..
Ordinates of the various curves have been
displaced vertically for clarity.
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FIGCRE 14

the far infra.r cc	 of the ce:-Lter of
the -olar cisr: dc-c:uC •c f.c,:.; t 2c; lin— o darn-
er,inG mc• as; re^;i^:^;ts 'sc?-d cc::-ve} comparo-c?
with the resu; t:, of	 and
the predictions of the Bilc:crber ; model.
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FIGUR E 15

The electron temperature of 'the lower
chromosphere as a function of reference
optical depth, deduced from the limb
darkening measurements.
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FIGURE 16

The brightness t-erriperature Q 0 of the sun,
corrected for cl,:!pa rtures from the Rayleigh-
Jeans law, a s a function of F,.
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